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Vol.V.

E. N. CARVER
EDITOR

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
-Two

"thaws" in Ja11uary.
-A heavy rain-fall Saturday.
-J·falfth~
corn and half the hay.
-See ad. ofW. II. Conant-sap
buckets.
-N. S. Stowell of Dixfield, was in town
Tuesday.
-Daniel
Tucker of East Dixfield, was in
town Monday.
-W. H. Eastman, of East Sumner, was
in town Monday.
-Mr. Peter T. Hathaway still continues
in a feeble condition.
-R. C. Bradford, of Portland,
was in
town the first of the week.
-Mr. c. c. Tainter of Dixfield Centre,
was in town last Thursday.
-Mrs.
N. L. Meands and daughter
went to Kennebunk Wednesday.
-Albert S. Ventres has gone to Hebron,
to attend the spring term of the Academy.
-Capt. Randall Grant, a former reside.nt 0f Canton, has been in town since
Friday.

0

-C. W. Knox, a Peru young man who
has learned the hardware business at Lewi st on, was in town Friday.
-Chas.
Barrows has moved his secondhand furniture business into the store lately vacated by J. M. Johnson, in Harlow
Block.
• -Lowell
& Lowell's cloaks will be
found on sale at the store of Abbie C.
Bicknell, at. very low prices, for a few
days longer.

& PROP'R.

-See
Drury.

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, FEB. 3, 1887.

ad. of course of lectures

by Prof.

-Sharon
llobi11so11. Esq,. of East Sumner. was iu town Wecl11esday.

-We have a copy of Eastman's
Seed
Catalogue for 1887, which is a decided improvement over last year's issue. It contains 24 pages, illustrated, and should be
in the hands of all gardeners who want
the best-Pine
Tree State Seeds. Address,
\V. H. Eastman, East Sumner, Me.

Valentinesat Boston 5 cent store.
-David M. Marsh, 64 years of age, a
native of Dixfield, died in Cleveland, O.,
a short time ago. His estate is valued at
from one to two million dollars, and he
left only a widow. He has a brother and
niece living in Dixfield, a sister (Mrs.
Whitney) in West Farmington, a niece in
Canton and a niece (Mrs. John B. Marble)
in Farmington.
If thei'e was no will these
parties will receive a snug little sum.
One, Three, Five and Ten Gal. Oil- Cans
t H. H. Burbank's.
-Out of town parties had a quantity of
phosphate stored in D. Bradford's shed,
that came through the fire in a somewhat
damaged condition.
A keen farmer bought
the lot for $4.00, ~11d while preparing to
haul it away, a funny man came along and
bantered the purchaser for a partnership
in the scheme.
Number one offe1·ed to
give number two half the phosphate for
$5.00 'f he would help remove the whole.
Not knowing- the terms of the other trade,
he thought this a good offer and accepted
it. Now, we suppose when he sees this
it.:,m he will be completely un-Dunn.

NEIGHBORS.
Buckfield.

Mr$. Sally Allen, an aged lady of eightyfour years. is qnite feeble this winter. ·It
is feared ~h•i may never be any better.
Ji;bpn Allen is at home from Paris. where
he has been teaching this winter.
Dana Hall is at home from college.
Our singing school is progressing fine-

Two deaths-Gilbert
Barrett and Nathan
Morrill.
Jonah Fobes is quite low, with carbuncle
on his neck,
,B.
Jos. Packard is confined to his bed with ly.
-Mr. R.H. Austi11 1 a former employPc rheumaticm about the heart.
East
Hebron.
of the News otHce, Li\'ermore Falls. i$ at
E. G. Cole has hought of 0. Spaulding
his shop and }Yater power.
Thawy weather seems to be the order of
work iu the TELEI'IIONE on-ice.
Second lecture in the coune by Rev. C. the weather at this time. The roads are
-The
pulp mill at. Gilbertville
shut L. Libby of Lewiston, Jan. 29. Subject; in very bad condition.
down one day last week aud has not start- "The \Vest."
•
This district school taught by Mr. Ozro
The citizens of Buckfield and vicinity Wyman of Peru, closed Friday.
It has
ed yet. Jt will start soon. probably.
are contemplating
e,tablishing
a butter been a profitable school and was commend-Mrs. Frank Hicharclso11 has a uew lot factory at this place. There has been one ed highly by the supervisor.
T.
Mrs. L. E. llodgdon, daughter of Rev.
of those five cc11t ginghams; also six cent meeting, and another is cal 1ed.
C. T. Keen, has been very ,,ick of late with
shirting. skirtiug aud plam and shirrt,>d
Bethel.
stomach trouble.
The p·h_vsician thinks it
secrsuckers,jnst
from the mills. No old
While out to the Hill Friday we took the neuralgia of the stomach.
shop worn goods.
Call a11clsee them.
opportunity to visit the ne"'. chair factory.
Dea. ·wm. Brown, with his broken 1eg,
-The Otisfield Quarterly meeting is in It is a well constructed buildrng, r3ox40, remains comfortable.
two stories with basement, and engine
Dea. Henry Bonney is still quite low.
session at Canton this week, attended by house at the corner, containing an So horse
I notice the many stories of the cow we
Revs. Smith of Harrison, Keen of East boiler and 65 horse enginf.
There is a lost about the tie chain being twisted, but
Hebron, Lovejoy of Peru, and ~tarbird 11f saw mill in the end of the factory for saw- it was not the chain that choked the cow,
East .Qixfield. It is expeeted that Rev. ing long lumber, and this will be a great but her head being caught agrrinst the
benefit to many living in the vicinity of st·rnchioil, curling in h<'r nose .• The chain
Mr. 'l'wort of Lewiston, will preach 'l'hurs- the Hill, since there is no other saw mill was all right with her foot over it.
Llay afternoon.
within the distance of more than 3 miles.
A. H. Hutchinson
of Bethel, has been
-There
were a number of ladies who The saw mill was running, and a small visiting friends here and· now returned
part
of
the
chair
factory.
The
whole
home.
K.
deserve especial credit for their services
at the Jire. Som~ carried water, others bu~::ft!~,1~db:~~:t~~
~{ ~t:;'.~ite again
En;,;;t Rn:n:1ford.
han,llPd goods and rolled barrels of flour, yesterday, this time ,~ith _o~r family, and
Some of our neighbo~s have been quite
and still others stood in the lmcket line found the weather qm_te d1fleren_t from two sick, among the rest bemg Samuel. Rtchweeks ago; yesterday tt was ramrng slight-. ardson who has been confined to his bed
and pa~secl the water along.
At the same ly, and still continues with every prospect i for some time with erysipelas in his head.
time there were men who stood and calm- of a thaw. Since the last storm, snow was\ Sixteen of his neighbors, with 5 yoke of
ly looked 011. Credit to whom credit is repo1 ted 4 r-2 feet deep in some places; so oxen, turned out on the 25th and cut and
we can spare a little, and still have enough hauled about 15 cords of wood for him for
due.
left for sleighing.
which he was very thankful.
D. M. Kimball went to Berlin, :\I. IL,
We ha,·e some quite promising colts in
-Lincoln
Horlge has moved from
Saturday, to assist l\Ir. Talmage in the this ,·icinity.
A. J. Knight has sold two
the Heyward
tenement
to the Glines
salvation meetings which he is ~aiding Norman colts, three year olds, to H. A. J.
house.
there. Mr. Talmage went from this place Rolfe, for $+00.
two weeks ago; he is a wide-awake sptakThe Ladies' Aid society, postponed from
er, a good singer, and is related to the Jan. 18 on accou'1t of the storm, met with
BUSINE.3S
FORCANTON.
Brooklyn divine.
l\Irs. Chas. T. Wheeler, Tuesday, Feb. 1st.
It seems that your correspond';nt, John,
T.he winter term of school taught by C.
Two Important Industries Assured.
rather takes exceptions at Rev. Mr. Love- JI. Abbott closed last week.
--Mrs. Hiram Mitchell WPllt to Port,lnnd
Wednesday, to visit her son Walter who
re$ides there.

I

I

-The. TELEPHONE crew fought fire till it
was under control, then went to work at
1.30 P. M., and an extra went to press at
4.15 P. M.
-Rev. Mr. Blake, the Free Baptist minister, closes his labors at Canton next Sabbath.
lie will return to his home in Lim.
Lyman W. Smith of Norwood, Mass.,
ington for the present.
ha), purchased of Mrs. C. L. Hutchinson
the old tannery property. and of Mrs. W.
-Mr.
A. S. Milliken, ot the firm of II. n. Wa!;hburn and the Harlow heirs the
Young & Milliken, corn packers at lliram. pla11ing and monlcling mill and wat.er po,~Me .. has been in town the past week, vis- er next to the foundry.
This property
iting at J. H. Ingersoll'8.
will be improved and put in order for the
-S. \V. Ellis, the barber, who was turn- operation of an extensive tannin,. business
ed out of his quarters at the Canton House in tlte 8pri11g. Mr. Smith will employ
by the flames, has opened his shop in a from 20 to 30 meu at first, but intends to
convenient room at Hotei Swa~ey.
increase the business to much larger proThe price
-Mr. James Ripley of Pasadena, Cal., portions in the nenr fnture.
formerly of• Canton, is reported as having paid was $5.:iOfor the tannery property
and
$710
for
the
mill
property.
discovered a vein of gold on a building lot,
vVe also have assurance that a steam
and consequently
he has been offered
grist mill of large capacitJ;, will be erected
$7,CXXJfor a half interest in the mine.
-Mr. R. H. Thompson of Jay. was in near the rnilroacl stat.ion at an ,.arty rlay.
town Tuesday.
He says he had only a few Parties are iu town nrgotiat.ing for land
days before the fire bargained a sale of onec for locating the same and looking up tihalf the hotel property, but the funds had tles. We expect to announce sales and
not passed hands nor the transfer been the names of parties next week.
An era of prosperity seems t'.>huve dawnmade.
-The corpora tors of the Rumford Falls, ed upon Cantou, and we trust our voters.
if
called upon. will maintain that libPral
Andover and Rangeley
Lakes Railway
Company petition the legislature that that policy which will induc-e others seeking
company be authorized to enter into a traf- a uew location to turn toward Canton.
fic contract with or lea~e its road to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company.

OUR

I

I

~~{~/Ji::;:_e
hie,~?11\:~~;.~=~~\~ig:~~at~~~

it is because he find~ no suchdoctrine in
in the Bible; and bemg an honest man,
has no desire to preach a falsehood.
I listened yesterday to an excellent sermon
trom the text," :\1y son, give me thy heart,"
-now;
not tomorrow, nor over there in
eternity.
I have just received a let'er from Darius
O. Davis of Minnesota. Ile learned my
whereabouts just as I did his-through
the
•TELEPHONE. It pays to take a good county paper.
L. D.

DIXFIELD.

Friday

night

/ so~?n\~eq~~~/;,~~?h:;:;\:tie~~e;~c:~-~
up by the drovers.
SNIDE.

East Sumner.
Under the <lirection of Isaac Bonney.the
suppl_y of ice for arwther summer, was harvested last week. There is still a good
supply on hand at nominal rates.
Our farmers are discussing the advan·
tages of a bntter factory, which is now contemplated at Buckfidd if sufficient encour•
agement is afforded.
An interested party from Dixfield was
down on Friday and carried away that
"tall Gate," and in cor.1seqL1encethere was
no se~sion of school in the afternoon.
As
E. Sumner has a claim on that Gate for a
few weeks longer it will, doubtless, be returned zwhung. A few urchins have been
temporarily
sad by a detachment of the
said Gate falling upon tbem while attempt·
ing to climb.
Several permanent.su bscriben, have been
added to the TELEPHONE list at this place
lately. Others are only waiting for a 1ittle more scrip. The list of names is now
next to the Lewiston :Journal we believe.
SLOCUM.

Breaking and training horses is the order of the day. vVe have several amateurs
at the business in town. I believe that
none of them pursue the business professionally.
vVm. Paul has broken several
colts this winter for parties in town,giving
g"od sati81action to all thus far. W. H.
Brackett has several very nice colts under
his care this winter.
Handling horses has
been a part of Mr. B. 's business for quite
a number of years.
He is conside1·ed to
be a good hand with a horse. Mr. Emerson Ames of the finn of Ames Bros., harne,s makers, has several mo1·e very promEast Buckfield.
ising colts under his care. Mr. Ames is
called a very careful hand with a horse,
Jonah Forb~s, who has been
conand parties leaving their colts with hin, fined to his hed for several weeks,
is
may rest assured that they will receive the now impro,·ing

;oons: ~~~f/~~e:~e;hd~~~~:i,11~:c~ ;;;~: ~~~~~
at H. H. en fully as well as if broken by older and
more experienced horse men". Mr. L. V.
Brackett has very lately sold a very nice
CARD OF THANKs.-\Ve
hereby extend colt of eight months for $r75. Mr. B. reour most hearty and sincere thanks to all fused an· offer of $500 fo1· the mother of
those who rendered such valuable a8sist- this colt. He also refused an offer of $300
ance in trying to save our household goods for another colt three years old.
during the fire last Friday, and especially
The students of Dixfield Academy with
to the ladies who were so prompt and un- the help of their teacher, A. D. Park, are
tiring in their efforts. A1though the flames ~::C/f1~r::\~:;r 1~~~~n exhibition at the close
were stayed and our home saved, yet we
A.H. Stockbridge has bought one-half
are none the less grateful for their services.
May they never be placed in a like peril. interest in M. W. Kilgore's teaming busiMR. AND MRS. M. B. THOMES,
ness between Dixfield and Canton.
Canton. Feb: 1, 1887.
F. Ames has sold his interest in the har·
ness making business to his brother and
CAHD.-Allow
me tn ki11dly thauk my Henry Harlow of Mexico. Mr. F. Ames
many friends ,incl 11eighbors, al~o those will continue to work in the shop a5 befrom CilbPrtville and other localities and fore. The firm name will hereafter be
A. B. C.
adjoining towns. for hard work and man- Ame, & Harlow.
ly rourage shown in the late firP at Om ton
Alma Marble's school exhibition come
villa~c, in ~aving property as far ns was off on Friday evening.
It went well-to
poss1bl~; also for kind words am! cards of
sympathy rereived sin re. We do not for- ~\';/~~i~t:ct~il~o~~-i~~e;::_?,i~soTv~~
get the ladie~ wlro workecl so bravelvand
slavery in the Umted States has been a
rendered ~uch excellent service.
I find greate·r evil than intemperance,"
wa8 destill some woodrn and tin pails at the cided in the negative.
The reading of the
briek ,tore u11elaime<l.
paper by Cora Ki_dder. then adjournment,
D. B1u1wo1rn.
followed by a sociable, closed up the performance of the evening.
Alma Marble
A CARD.-vVe,
the nndersigned,
merited and received much credit.
L. L.
wish to express
our .sincere thanks
M1·s. Harriet Marble of Dixfield, the oldfor the
manv
favors
shown
us
est
lady
in
town,
who
is
89
years
old,
had
during the late.fire,
and very especia severe fall about three weeks ago. She
ally to the ladies.
Their
kind
as- is .gaining slowly.
'vV.
~istance will long he remembered
by
East:
Dixfieldus.
C. R. DAVIS,
Vv. W. MooRES,
Uncle Wm. Hall was taken quite sick
NATHAN
REYNOLDS.
with pains in the chest which affected his
heart, Monday.
His friends wercfright10 lbs. Rice for 50 cts. at_ H. H. Bur- t encd, but he is better Tue~day morning.
, bank'~.
Dr.
Adams
attends
him.
1
Oysters every
Burbank's.

No.5.

Subscription, $1.50 Per Year.
$1.25 if Pa.id in Advance.

KINGFIELD.
~1ite a heavy rain visited this place the
28th and 191h. The ,now is settling fast.
Four feet laid in the woods before this
thaw.
L. Tarr captured his fourth deer the 29th
-all in two weeks. lie sold his first one for
$5. Ile started eleven in one drove and
captured two the same day, last week.
The Rowe Bros. are sawing out from 8
to 10 cords of birch per day, and a very extra quality.
Savage & Jenkins are doing a thriving
business on hirch and poplar.
The Rowe Bros. will saw out a large i.,t
of poplar.
The Gilbert Bros. & Co.'s yard is pretty
well filled with sawed lumber, on account
of the railroad b·eing blocked with snow.
A. S. Hathaway was in town Wednesday, looking iifter hi~ i11surance business.
Fred Nash has finished work for the
Rowe Bros. and gone home. v\le learn he
will soon go to work for his old boss,Henry Thayer·, at Canton Point.
IV. B.

Sumner.
Dea. Seth Stetson of Sumner, now in
his 80th year, is hale and hearty.
He has
a farm of r 10 acres.
llas raised 16 bushels wheat, 30 bushels corn, 25 bushels oats,
30 bu5hels potatoes, 8 bushels beans and
cut 20 tons hay. Amount of help hired, 1
man 1 month.
He is doing his chores
this winter to care for nine head of cattle
and one horse, and cutting his wood for
fire. IIe goes to E. Sumner to meeting, a
distance of 5 miles; has missed only two
Sundays for the winter.
IIe says "I left
off swearing and commenced praying Mar.
1, 1841.'' Ilas been temperate in all his
habits, not having done two days work in
a day; never hurried under any circumstances; speaks of several of his early acquaintances who took a different course in
life and filled early graves.
OLD PuT.

West

Sumner.

Mr. Chas. IIarlow, E. W. Chandler's
engineer, is sick with a bad cold so that he
is unable to run the engine,
Thus business is shut down for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Doble are visiting
friends here.
Mr. Ira Swift is very ill at this writing.
Our village school closes this vVednesday.
About one hundred and fifty were present at the last sociable held at vVashington hall.
f. Burnie Field was in town Monrla_v.
People are drawing in their lumber in
earnest now.
P.
We reg-ret to report that diptheria
in a
very severe form, has appeared
in the
family of Wm. Abbott of Sumner. The
school has been closed, and every available means used to prevent its further
spread.
Results are anxiously
awaited.
We .:ongratulate Canton on a narrow
escape from what seemed inevitable, a
sweeping fire. Happy Canton!
All her
friends rejoice with her.
Our village school closed Feb. 2nd. A
spring term is looked for at once.
REM.

Weld.

It is quite sickly in this vicinity at the
present time. Sewall Houghton is poorly. Abial Holt died Jan. 28, aged about
72. He had always been a resident of this
town and was generally respected.
I recently called on David Robinson,
and, although he has passed 85 years, his
forehead is smooth and his eyes clear as
though he had not passed more than three
score years and ·ten.
His father died
hvelve years ago aged 102 years. When
Miss Rilla
Latham
from Cape more than 100 years of age he would walk
E;lizab eth is visiting at Veranus
De- around the pond to his son's, Wm. RobinCotesr 1 s.
son, (a distance of five miles) without
Arldie Shaw has been on the sick much weariness.
Mr. Il. was born in
list for a few weeks past, but is now Brunswick, and was converted when 16
years of age. Seeing his bible lying upon
improving.
the window I spoke of it, and he told me
The members
of Crystal
Wave
that he found all his comfort in reading it.
Lodge of Good Templars
with
in- That he was simply waiting ready to ,;oThus we see the
vited guests
celebrated
their
19th buf must wait patiently.
anniversary
at the h:ill on Monda V worth of the treasures which in Jesus are
given:
"Salvation on earth and a man·
evening.
- After
partaking
of ; sion in heaven."
A.
buuntiful supper,
the meeting
was
Died.
called to order by D. A. Tuttle, and
V. P. Decoster
was called
upon
to
Weld-Jan.
28, Mr. Abial Holt, aged
about 72 years.
preside at the meeting.
After a few
Buckfield-Jan.
29, Hon. Gilbert Barrett,
opening remarks
and a brief history
aged 69 vea,·s.
of the lodge by the president,
a proBuckfield-Jan.
29, Mr. Nathan Morrill,
grqmmc was listened to consistjng.
of aged 84 years.
Turner-Jan.
r6,
Mr. Lewis Beals, aged
declamations,
recitations,
and a pa77 years.
per read by Jviiss Cleora
Decoster,

t;?~!~
after

which verv interesting
remarks
made by Henry
D. Irish, C.
H. Prince, M. Campbell, L. Hodgden, H. N. Chase, Mr. Conant.
Dr.
F. DeCoster.
D.
Rl'cord.
O.
, . ,
M . c·. b
..
..
vV,11ren,
ts.
amp ell, and_oth~ts.
The hall was well filled, and JUdgmg
hy the way victuals disappeared,
the
people were.
B. 8.
were

J.

J.

Bucklen'sArnicaSalve.
Tim BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required.
It
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,
or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per
box. For Sale By Nathan Reynolds, Druggist, C1111ton,Me.

1y51

.IU:arried.

Woodstock-Jan.
27, by Alden Chase,
esq., Mr. John T. Harding of Woodstock,
and Miss Esther J. Wyman of Franklin Pl.
Bethel-Jan.
16, by Rev. B. Foster,Wallace Farwell of Bethel and Aglena F. Sanders. of Albany.

Born_
Bethel-Jan.
II, to Mr. and Mrs. Orlan•
do Buck, a son.
Roxbury- Jan. 21, to the wife of Mr. H.
F. Mclnnir, a son.
Hebron-Jan.
23, to the wife of Mr.
Henry K. Stearns, a daughter.
Canton-Jan.
30, to the wife of Dr. A.
L. Stanwood, a son.

For Sale.
A thoroughbred
particulars
address
field, Me.

Hereford .bull. For
H, N. Chase, Buck·
4t 4
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THE TELEPHONE
DR. TALMAGE.
-'
ITHE BROOKLYN DIVINE'S
CANTON

,

OXFORD

CO

E

B. 'N. tlARVER,

••

•dltor and

ME

i t

p

ropr e

Subject:

•

or.

in the

British Association, a rail way to connect
the heart of Africa with London in ten
days, as • 'a feat worthy of the age WC
live in."
Ile would advocate the building of a. rnilwny from the two rivers,
:Niger and Congo, toward each other,
anrl north and south, at ihe rate of a
mile a day, to form a spine through the
continent.

n. P.

"Distribution

--------

of' Rewards."

bv

"He shall divide the spoil with the
strong."-Isaiah
!iii, 12_
My family, wuo saw it with their
own eyes year before last,
tell me
that in the Coliseum at Rome, where
persacutors use.l to let out the half-starved
lions to eat up Christians, there is now
planted the figure of a cross. And I rejoice
to know that the upright piece of wood
nailed to a transverse piece h:is become the
symbol not more of suffering tbau of vietory. lt is o[ Christ the Conqueror that my
text speaks, As a kingly warrior, having
subdued an empire, mi~t divide the palaces,
a.ud mansions, and cities, and valleys, and
mountains among his otlicers, su Christ is
going to divide up all the earth, and all the
heavens, among his people, and you and I
~i}~~tv:n1 :i~~~1~1 ~hua:cl~:t1a~rro;!Wt;~
for my te>rt declare, it: "lie shall divide tne
sp~i~:v/!tt~~~ ~t·gif~ound planet for Christ
i3 not so much of a job as you might ircagine,
when the cbtirch take, oJ' its coat an·I rolls
up its sleeves for ths work, a; it will. There
are sixteen hundred millions of people now
in tho "·ol'ld,and four hundred and fifty mil-·
lions are Christians. Subtra. t four huudrod
and tifty millions who are Christians from
the sixteen hundred millions, and there are
eleven hundred and fifty millions left. Divide the eleven hundred and fit'ty millions
who are not Cl:!rbtiam by the four hundred
1
t';;~[i~~s
1a~1?,~ f~ti!~! 1~~~ lis~
0

Rockwc'.I, Editor of the Engir.eerinqancl ],fining Jourwtl, who has made
a recent visit to the coal and iron regions
of Tennessee and Alabama, says that that
part of the country is "booming" more
han any other.
He never saw anything
like the development of the mining i:-esources of the South or the enterprise
and push those in whose hands the business is are displaying.

~~?i
t~l

~~~f
0

11

~~:
;im~i

t~~:d~~~e~rcti~ ~~c:a~~ ihgeh~~K1e~~~
1
e;e~efts f~y~t~i~ iio ~~~st~~ ~r~~

~~~;i~r~:j~h1nh~~:ea~:t~r~~ol~!~hfy
God, that I may bring t.eu thousand. I know
:;~~gel~~s ti~o tf;;t;~a~1

!~d2

bG~d~ht ~h~e~

w~~l~

c;~~J~

rl~~d

1~h~~ ~~~ir : :~

Chris\hewntan~~vid:
~~e t~~ds~i~ti!!~~
among his friends. Wait until China, which
1
~efoai~lt~: :fa~!~i~i~s~g:°fi~:e~~~1 f::,ea~d

The Boston Post has been making cal~i~i;bi~~op\~uET'n~~!e i~ne t::d
culations as to what a man "takes out of is to mve souls.
\llhen you take
these things into consideration and that
himself" when he chases alter a moving •the Christian will have to average the bringtrain.
The following
conclusions are iug of only three souls each into the Kingdom
of our Lord, all impossibility vanishes from
reached: ''The mental disturbance
in this omnipotent crusade. Why, I know a.
Sabbath-s~hool te:i.cher who ha., for many
such cases must add, I should judge,
years l.Jeenengaged in training the young,
about twcntv beats a minute to the ac• and she has had 5 different cla ses, and they
tion of the h~art, so that he who runs for averaged 7 to a class, and they were all converted, and 5 times 7 are 8-\ as near as
a train at the speed of ten miles a hour
I can ca.lculate. So that she brought her
is really taking it out of himself at the 3 into the Kingdom of God and bad ;J2 to
spare. My graudmo t ber prayed her chi!rate of twenty miles an hour; and if, as d1en into the Kingdom of Christ. and
and I hope all her
must frequently
happen, the runner is her grandchildren,
grandchildren, !or God remembers
conscious of tins fact, why, then, at great
a prayer seventy-five years old as though it
were
only
a
mmute
old,
and so she brought
least five heart beats more a minute must
her three into tho Kingdom of God and had
be added as the effect of such mental
more than one hundred to spare. Be.;ides
introversion,
and thus the margin of !~!~h \t~~!~ol~b~J:J~P~~hi!~dfe~e
y~:;
safety becomes exceedingly small."
will be brought within compass in ten minutes. Beside that, omnipotence, omnipresence
Dr. Blaine, in a recent pf!per read be- and omniscience are presiding in this matter
of the world's betterment, and that take,
fore the New York Adadcmy of :Medicine, the question of the world's salvation out
of the impossibilities into the possibilities,
asserted that tuberculosis or consumption
and then out of the possibilities into the
can be conveyed into the systems of probabilities, and then out of the probabilihuman beings who feed upon milk or tics into tho certainties. The building of the
Union Pa"ifie,•Railroad from ocean to ocean
beef derived
from animals that arc wa3 a greater undertaking than the girdling
of the earth with tbs Gospel, for the one cuafflicted with the same disease. He then
tc>rpri,edependeduponthehumanarmwhile
declared t.hat two per cent. of all cattle
the other depends upon Almightin2ss.
Do I really mean all tha earth will sm·r 3 nkilled for the New York market are
der to Christ1 Ye,. a<>w about th~ uninaffected with tuberculosis,
and that
viting portions? Will Greenland bo· e,antwenty one per cent. of all milch cows
~~:~~thnJ3tecf~;~~i!i!1v~~ ~~!t
~~~
have the disease in a more or less clanger
among the icebergs, that great refrigerator,
ously developed form. If this is true it the Polar region, will be given up to the walrus and bear; aud that the inhabitant; will
is easy to account for the prevalence of come clown by invitation into tolerablo clithat terrible disease, consumption, which mates, or those climates may soften, and, as
it has been pm,itively demonstrated that the
annually destroys so many people. Other
Arctic region was once a blooming garden
diseases are said to be communicated in and a fruitful field, those regions may change
climate and again be a blooming garden and
the same wny. The New York Ne108 a fruitful fiold. It is proved beyond contro•
thinks there ought to be stricter in[:~~}~:: !~~~;~lo~'!
,!i':1eef~~aisicb~~ll;~;
spection of the city's food supplies, and of this world inhabitable; the world bot
greater restriction~ enforced on those beyond human endurance, those regions
were of cour,e the first to be cool
who provide the people with these things.
enough for human
foot and human
lung. It was positively proved that the ArcA.bout 20,000 people
are ano:ally
tic region was a tropic-al climate. Professor
destroyed in India by animals, and of Heer, of Zurich. says the remains of flowers
these nineteen are said to be bitten by !~1i~c:eM~~~~i f~~ cW~at:c!~d f~?;~!nt
that the Arctic was the mother recrion from
snakes.
'l'he number of human victims
which all the flowers descencler1. "Professor
tevds to increase, in spite of the fa::t Wallace rnys tho remains of al! style, of anithat the number of wild beasts and mal life are found in the Arctic, including
those animals that can live cnly in warm
snakeB destrovcd has c1oublccl in the last climates. Now, that Arctic region which
bas Leen demonstrated by flora, and fauna.
ten years, and that the Government re- and
geological argument to have been as full
ward pnid for their extermination
bas of vegetation and life as our Florida, may be
turned back to its original bloom and glory,
risen proport10nntely.
Nearly 2 1-2 lakhs
or it wilt be shut up as a museum of crystals
of rnpees (about $12,3,000! were thus for curiosity seekers once ma. while to visit.
paid in 1884. Next to venomous rep- But Arctic au,l Antarctic iu some shape will
belong to the Redeemer's realm.
tiles, tigers claim most victims.
Ten
Wha.t about other unproductive or repulsive regions l All the deser,s will be irriyears ago wolves, mostly in the Xorthgoted, the waters will be forced up to the
west provinces and Ou<lh, killed five great American desert between h~re and the
Pacific by machinery now known or yet to
times as many people as of late years;

The fact that during the recent cold
weather there was much loss of cattle in
tran•portation
from Texas to Chicago,
lea~s the New York T, ..ilmne to say editonally:
"Cattle kept rn closely packed
cars two or three days without fodder or
water necessarily become diseased and
consequently unfit for f~od. Reduced in
:fle~h by starvatiou, tl.tcir blood fevered
by th-irst, their ncr:ous syst~ms_ r;i,orclered by tho crowdwg- and JO!trng on
foe railroad, these poor c,catares
nru
hurried to the stockyard,,
aucl often hefore they have had a chance to repair the
fatigue of the journey they are converted
into beef. Such meat i, not wholesome
and should not be marketable.
The men
who care nothing for the sufferings
dumb beasts, and nrc reckless as to
e:fI:ect of putting unwholesome meat
the market, wot1ld undoubLedly see
wisdom of treatino- their cattle with
.
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cent humamty if they found that their
brutal methods cut down their nrofits."
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r~~~e!~l~~~~~t~!~h~~~~~~uo~e~~~;,ctt!funY!
versal conqueror, the Son of God, Jesus. You
0
~l~ \ah~~;~t ~1lfi!s 1 1
~:fe~d~I~i;

!~~;b·i:e~~~;j~~1:i1:,s:a~nl~~a{m;~~Yj~s;~1
mbatit ~;J?t10:;l iiin~ ou~ua~e a~
~!:kc~nf:;!~;t
ad~~nc:n;itl~::id
and porphyry, among precious stones; and r:er, though you had a um verse at your
her rosewood, and ebony, a.nd camphor, and command. vYe are told in Revelation thau proud of it.
varnish trees among precious woods: anrt Ja~ob's twelve sous were so honored as to
, 'But 38 our supportinorr guns advanced,
turned up from her depths a half dozen Penn- ha Yo the twele gates of Heaven nam_e.l afte_r
sylvanias of coal and iron, and twenty Ne- them-over
one ga~e of He:i.ven Naphtall,
we passed many })OOr mangled victims
vada-; of silver, and fifty Californias of gold, over another gate ot Heavep Js.sachar, ovei:
d
A
.bl
and her five hundred million of people shall another Dan, over another (;,-ad,over an~tlle1 left in its trample
wake.
tc:rn e
be evangelized; then the Lord will divide it Zebulon, ovtir another Judah, a1;1dso on. l:lut infantry
fire was now opened
upon
up among the good.
Christs name 1s writte_n over ail the gat_s,
h
If my text be not a rleception, but the and on ever_}'.panel of the (sate~; 3:_1;1d
have Pickett, and a considerable force of t e
eternru. truth, then the time is coming :w~en His hBlp, Bis r,ardon: His mte~c~s,ion,. Hts en~my moved out to attack the right
all the farms will be owned by Chnsttan
atonement, I _must, 01 be a !~dorn wretch
farmers and all the commerce controlled forever. My Lord and m_y li-odl make me flank of his line. Wa halted, unlimbered,
by Chri~tian merchants, and all the authority
and all who bear me th is day, a nd all to and opened fire upon it. Pickett's men
held by Christian officials, and all the ships whom. these words sb~ll come,_ thy re•
commanded by Christian captains, and aa pentan., bellevmg. sw01n, conseciated and never halted, but opened fire at close
the universities under the instruction of ransomed follower.; forever. .
.
ran rrc, swarmed over the fences and
0
Christian professors: Christian kinp;s, Chris,Vhat a. day_it will be! Thi, entire as_semtian presidents, Christian governors, Chris- bla~e w:ould rise ~ your. feet 11_.rou could among the enemy's guns, were swallowed
tian mayors, Christian common council. reahze 1t, the day m wh1c~ Cbt i,t sb_all m
•
d b
th l t 0 f
Yet, what a scouring out! what an upturn- fulfillment o1 my toxt d1v1de _the spoil. lt up 1D smo 1rn- an t at was
e as
ing! what a demolition! what a resurrection
was a. grett d~}'.when
Queeg. ~ic~o~1d m t~e tlahsetmfi.veTmhi_enuctoens:flbicetforheatrhdelyy
wseer~cmmedeltedto
1
rouSt pre~ede th is new apportionment! ,
~e\11t~~~ ~:io w:~·j ~~;;~ time~Tck
1 do no,nu derra_te th ~ enemy. Juln~s Cresar and wounded. At the Horse Guard,, in pres- away, and only disorganized
stragglers
got bis gre_atest yicto:ios by ~ully_est1m_at:ug en~e of tba Roydl F'arnily, the injured men
th3 vastno,~ of bis f~e, a.nd p1eoai!3d h1, ,f;!eu wore carrie:l in or came on crut.hes-Coiouel
were coming baok pursued by a moderate
th
st
for eir p;reat= tuurnpb by sa.ymg: . fo.. Trowbrid;:,;e, who lo&tboth feet at Inkerman,
fire. Just then, Wilcox's b~igade passed
morrow Krng Juba will be_here with thirty and Captam Sayer, who had the ankle
th?usand horses, one hundiel thousand sktr- joint of bis right leg shot off at Alma· and by us, moving to Pickett's
support.
3
nd
th
nd
misher , a
ree hu red ele?hants." . I Captain Curre, bis di-a.bled limb supp~rted There was no lonizcr anythinil: to supdo not un~errat.e th e. vas~ foi ces of Sm by a soldier, and otbet·, ma,_med, and d1sfig•
~
~
aa d ~eat~, but do J.0 ? know who co1;11-ureJ, and exhausted-and w1thherow11 hand port, and with the keenest pity at the
ma nd s us. Jehovah-JHeh.
A nd th e !e- the 1-}ueen ga,·e each the Crimean medal useless waste of life I saw them advance.
serve corpl' behmd us a_re all t~e arnues And what trmmph:i.nt days for those soldiers
of heaven a nd earth, w!tb hurricane an,d whP.n, furthec on, the:)1 received tne French The men, as they passed us, looked bath11nderJ:>:ilt._T~e good VI ork 0 .f the w~rlcl s medal wi:h th2 iaipenal eagle, and the Turkd
d
b
redempt10n 1s gomg on every mmute. Never ish mmln.l with its repre~entatioo of fo,ir wil creel, as if they wondere
what t ey
so man}'. splen~id qien an~ gl 0;-~us wo_,nen flag,J-Fran~e. Turkey, _t;nglan~ and S;1rdi- were expected to do, or why they were
~~0~ep::; 1~f~ghi 0~_to-t Jge~!;e ~i.b~~~ ~~~--;_~n~~e~.e~~~;~ ;~,e~ m,1p ot the Crunea there.
They were soon, however, halt~
1
s:i_okenof as a. wise m:in bo~au_se hs went
And , 7 :iat re1vard, are suggested to all ed and moved back."
~'~?-a lantern at noo_nday, s:i.ym;; he wa, rcad~rs of history by tbe mere mention of
l~-o..mg for an hone,t mau. l1 h 3 !J.;d1 the 1Yaterloo medal, awl the Cape medal,
The Mystery of AI)O}Jlcxy.
turned_ hlS lantern toward hun,etf he n11g,1; all,(il the Gold Cross medal, and the medals
have discovered a crank. Honest men lly tte ~truck for bravery in our Ameri<an wa!'sApoplexy is unfrequent before the end
ten. thousand! Through tho lntf•,rnat1:mal But how insio-nificant all these compared w1tb
Series
of
Sunday-school
le~sons the the clay wheu the good soldiers of Jes1!s of middle life, because up to that time
next generation all through Christendom are Christ ~hall come in out of the l.Jattlos of this the cerebral vessels usually retain their
going to be wiser than any generation sinco w,irld and in the presence of all the piled up
the world stood. The kingdom is coming. f!;allorie.; of the redeemad and
the integrify, but there is no way in which
God cau do it. No housewife with a chamois unfa!len, Jesus, our King,
shali dl.· it is possible to predict the occurrence
0 1
~~;~ :;~; th~~is~~~is~
ie~ftf~~m'~h\~
;}.~!te~h\h~
hzr~~~ce'.11°·rhewfgnngd:~~k~ of apoplexy in a pers11n who has never
world the tarmsh, and brighten it up till it rorced march, th<3brighter the trophy. 'l'he had a seizure.
A person who has once
glows like heaven, anJ then th~ g:orious ap- mora terrible the exhaustion, the moregloriport10nment, for my te,t is I emforced by a ous the t:-ans~ort. ~ot the gift of a briiliant had a stroke is more likely to have an~?ore of oth':'r _texts, when it says of Cbnst: ribbon, c,i· a -medal of brass, or silver, or other than the person of the same age
I He shall d1v1dethe spoil with the strong." gold, but a kingdom in which we are to reign
J
"But,., you say, "that is pleasant to think for u,·oc and ever. Mansions on the eternal who has never had one. But the occurof for others, but before that time I shall hills. Dominions 0f unfadin'.s power. Emrence of one seizure does not necessarily
~::1~
tdi:.:t!~~t~~~~Xl\t:if~e~:;p~
pi1·esof unending love. Continents of ever- imply a speedy recurrence of the trouble,
1
portoinment." Ah, you have o:1ly drh-en me ,~oc,
... 10\~~\ j·~~,:a:it1; ~~;., raac~~~~aie<~t;;~
to the other more exciting and transporting
"''""
Au,· ran,
the Roman Emperor, nor, indeed, any recurrence at all. The
~onsidera,ti~m, and that is !hat Christ is go- , a ,,o 1tac:k ; ro 11 his victories. In the individual may live to old age without
rng to divine up hea~•en Ill the mme way. , ronv of the procession wore wild beast,
There are oa estate3 Ill the celestial world from all lauds, sixteon hundred gladiator, having another attack, and finally die of
that . have_ been iu the possession of richly clad, wagon load~ of crowns_ and some trouble
wholly unconnected with
the mhabita.nts for thousands of years, trophies presented by conquered
c1_ties;
But notwithand
they
shall
rema11:1 as they
th
t· es Syrian - Egyp• ians the tenciency to apoplexy.
~re.
There ar_e old family m~ns10ns
v a~d~fl iSa~matians:• F'r~t:iks·:and
11:!heaven filled with whole generations of Zenobia, the beautiful captive queen, on foot standing this possible exemption, it is
that the person
kmdrecl, and they shall never be drivou out. in chains of gold th:it a slave h~d to helo ~er proper and important
Many of th~ victors from earth ha1:e already csharerya,lmanodstjefw,Let_nhte·
u;i_derAtnbde
wthee1gnh~aomf
wehtichbeshould preserve as closely as possible a
got th~lr pa,aces, and they are pomted out
u
,
1'?th0 se newly a:rived. Soon o.fter our get- chariot of Aurelian are.wn by four elephant,; temperate mode of life, avoiding extmg there we will ask to be shown tho Aoos- in gorge:)Us caparison,
aad followed cesses of all kinds, and adhering
as
tolic residences, and ask wherE>doe, Paul
by the Roman, Sonate and the Roma!! army:
as possible to that golden
live, and John, a.nd shown tlie natriarchal
and from dawn till dark the procession was faithfully
residences. and shall say: "Where does passing. Rome in all her history never saw mean, which is the exponent of the laws
Abraham live, or Jacobi" and shown the anything more ma,ni!i.cent. But bow much
511 of wholesome
living.
Mental excite11 0
~=s ii~·~~f~d~nlncdduiJ;;t~!i!a~!
~;:1~ ~~t{ jot!Y1i:~:s1\t~~c:~d
i':~;iw :i~i
fi;!ftt~\j~e i:c1e~: ihe ~;iu~;{f:t~:~tfe;
if
bushel of wheat in a hundred vears without to see the boulevards where the chariots
heaven; His captives, not on foot, but in ment and great bodily exertion must be
artificial help, but is now through;mcb means of conquerors roll. I will want to se:, chariots,all the kingdoms of cart~ and heaven avoided,
bub all mental occupations
one great garden, so all the ufiprodu~tive
the garden where the princes walk. We in procession; the armies cele~t,al on white should not be prohibited, and moderate
parts of all the continents will be turned into will want to ~ee Music Row, where Handel,
t.or.,es. Bu:nbliug artillery of thunderbolts
.tm,rvest fields and orchard,.
A half dozei and Haydn, and Mozart, and Charles vVes- never a"ain to be unlimbered. Kinii:doms _m phys'cnl employment _is one of the necDo Lesseps will furnish the world with al ley, and Tnomas Ha,tings, and Bradbury
line c;nturics in line. saintly, cherubic,
the canals needed, and will ch:mg~ the cour.;1 have their homes, ont of their windows, ever sera'.phic, archangelic splendors_in line, and essary conditions of good health.-Good
of rivers and open new Jake.~,and the greal and anon, rolling some snatch of an earthly
Christ seated on one great rollmg Hosanna., Housekeep_in..::g_.
__
.,.. __
_
Sahara Desert will b~ cut no into farmi oratorio or hymn transported with the com- made out of all Hallelujahs _of all worlds.
with an astounding yield of liushels to th, poser. We will want to see Revival Terrace, shall cry halt to the proces~ion. An~ not
An Anecdote of Gar-field.
acre. The mar,h will be drained of itt where Whitefield, and Nettleton, and Payson, forgetting oven the humblest m_all the 1eacb
On an intensely hot afternoon I was
waters and cured of its malaria. I saw the aud Rowland Hill, and Charles l<'inney, and of His omninrosence, He shall rise, and then
other day what was for manv years called oth!3r iriant, of soul-reaping are resting from and there, Hi, work d'."ue and Hts glory con- sitting during
an interval of leisure,
th? British Swamp of Ohio, its. chief crop their almost supernatural labors, their doors sumateJ, proceed, annd an ecstas:y- suc_h as
looking from the window, when Garfield
I ~~r~~~~~~~d~ri~~l~;,~~~h~~i~;l~;;~g!t~~~ t!i~~~~-i~~:lS~l~;:.i-tsjusJ;arrived,
coming· ~1(:;d~i~:~n~Yf.imm-:irtalever
imagmecl,
took
m-e
by
the
arm,
raised me from my
transformed mto the richest and healthiest c>f But brilliant as the sunset, an.l like the
seat, led me into a compartment
at the
0
'J'ales Out of School.
I ~bf~~~:~eaJ~h~h~o~;;h~n~~~te:r~;~~~·
~.~tv;i i~ra~~~~r:h:ntChrf:te;~iaio~,
":::lister Sue and John Henr:y won't encl of the car, locked the door and
pole, bM to come to petfection of foliage W~!~ndo ;~u ~~~~;;;\h~~-:v-.1~~~1af1bba~~o:t
asked:
have to spend much mont•y for furniture
~~irfi~u~it~;-11
gi;i;a;~ai;~e~~~/::.i~~fiir~~
An orchard! There it is; twelve man11e1·of when they get marrierl,"
remarked
"Have you bad any watermelon?"
are blating down in its timbers and so many lc:ruits,and fruit evPry month. Do you want ,Johnny at the tea table the other even0
"No, sir," said I.
~~~;s_tenA~s s~i::stf;:a:::t'.'iid
r°~i!a'riv!~ki':i rii;er~-~~t~~r.~l~e~~~ when sister Sue's young man was an
"Neither have I. We are both too
Chrht will divide it up_11:mongthe goo:!. rc;ll than Danube, or Ain,izon, or 1ii sis- h,-,nored guest.
5
0
"ThinK not, Johnny?" said •the fond busy, but now we will stmtl ten loog
~~:s~ei~ ~nn~i d~~e:.nol t\";J~;t~e~·
!it
i~~n~::i~s:n~~i1!Id
i'i;~
p!!ternal relative, beaming on the youngminutes, nnd no one shall enter that
divide the apple among his childrzn until the you want your kindrel
ba~k again!
st er.
0
1
door."
With this be produced from an
;~~i~~~;-~~e.pro~is!~ .~¥~een;,e~l
the\:;
ir {b~rsl;~~.e~udnio~~oi~Tf~
'·I gues8 they won't," said ,Johnny,
berit tho earl.h." and the promise of the Old drea in a dance of immortal glee. Do you glancing at the blushing couple with an ice-box a huge melon, cut it in two,
air of superior wisdom.
".\.nyhow, one carved off two great slices and handing
[::\~~~::;,
•;~e~~~l~ ~YAt/~;P~t~n:J~
;::hte~b!1~~~t
0~;_e150i~o~~: 0\h~ ~-~~~~
in the pri.rlor now."
me one began operations on the other.
those worthy to possess it.
Pic,k it out of that mountain of diamonded chair's all the~eed
1
011
0
Thus we sat, too engrossed
to talk,
ol1~~fd~i:,s1e~3;g, ~rot~;~:,
~iraonnJ;~fe~~thy:~u!d~o1Tt .Be:1i
A Plain Statement.
while knock after knock at the door
twelve hundred million people, anrl where a·,, old revival tune and they will flock from
Handsome young nicce-''We:l,aunty,
we have only Eix:ty million inhabitants we all quarters to revel with yoa in sacr~d remi- you saw Jllrs. Langtry last night. Don't
was unheeded until we had fairly polishe,_ao~!/::'idn~n\;~~eI::hfa:~~wi~~\;:e~g~~~;!~
t:i.~e~~•~arf~la;i~/tf!
~rco1;,ht~~~~~f
you thmk she is vei Y handsome?''
ed the rind,
Then he arose, and saytion of tlve millions ~hat are on tho verge_of i,.lanetary distribution, and all the heavens
Homely old aunt--' She 1s rt rather finb ing, "Now I must go back to work; restarvat10u. Sometbmg wrong, most certam- for those who are there.
looking woman, but, after all, she is not
ly. In some way, there wiU be a new a.p- . That _heavenly distributionot spoils will be 80 mu<:h better looking than either of us member where the melons are," left me,
portionment. Many of the millioDaire es- a. surprise to ma.ny. f.fo1·eenter; heaven thi, girls l '-J'e:i-as 8 ijliflyo.
_
-Detroit
Free Pres8.

a!:~cf

but the extermination of wolves seems to
be goii1g on rapidly.
Leopards arc the
alleged cause of death to about :200 human beings annually.
Apa,t from the
loss of human lif ·, the returns show an
annual dcst1uction of 50,000 head of
catile.

t~:;,t

~:f

TEXT:

Mrs. E. H. Bradley, of England, tbe
noted evangelist of social purity, is making an extended tour in this country,
speaking upon the sub;e~t of '•White
Cross ·work," and organizing societies in
connection with that department
of the
W. C. T.,,.:i.:,,:T.====-====
'Mr. Robert Capper proposed,
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fates w!ll crack to pieces on the dissipations soul or a man who toolc up a great deal of
Pickett's Charge at Gettysburg.
of granrlcbildren, and then dissohe into the room in the church on earth but sacrificed
From E. P. Alexander's account of the
0
1
00
possession of the masses who now have an ~~~!\~rd~nt'.
~it~sf ;r~:J;
~h~~~;~n~:
third day's fight at Gettysburg, publishin~v~~t;<;K~ rny, wiil become of the expen- ,,hining gate, but it's a very tight s~ueeze, so eel in the Centm-y, we quote as follows,:
sh-e and elaborate buildings now devoted to
i;~ea:3~hi~e;!!~ ~~~!~tfh!ll~~\~~,~:!
"Pickett's
division swept out of the
:;~:(~,gar~~~i1~i:.:::~,t~uZ 1~~?;,.
~v;! 0 1~~:, for his share ot' trophies, and he would like wood and showed the full len!!t'h of its
0
0
and churches. The world is already getting a.pm~i~ /11Jts ~ 11 a!~ei~ 11~g;t~d~~• tb!t :
bray ranks and shining bay~nct~, v.s
disgusted with many of these amusements.
f h
th
f
I I d
and no wonder. What an importation of fi~ldcit~t ~;if,n~f~!e
liftlegr~;:ce
~f gr~n~l a ~ight as ever a m~il oo <C on.
st
Ja~ilefe~vt~-!:~~ib!d b:O~\~~e
0:~t~~~i~!~ heart, just enough to ge! hi<lnthrough, ;.ng Jorn mg it on the left, Pettigrew stretch•
And proressors of religion patronizing such to him is given a se:ond- a~h ci;:;ttbwt ic
ad farther than I could see. General
8
0
1~ii,is~ 0!1advj1~~e; fge
~~d ~e;~~;l~~ ~~!n°!eJb1o:a!,n~ri;i~:r
u.;ne ea! h~ ~vi:1nt;~
Dick Garnett, just out of sick ambulance,
0
him publicly, body, mind. and soul. and from glory to glory. And be i3 put in an old and buttoned up in an old blue overcoat,
withdraw
your name from Christian house once occupied by an anii:el who was
churches. and sav: "Kr.ow n.ll t.hA wnrlrl h-., hurled out of !leaven at the time of Satan's riding nt the head of his brigade, passed
,;base present, that cam a patron of unclean- rebellion.
us and saluted Longstreet.
Garnett was
ness and a child of bell." Sworn to be the
Rlght after him comes a soul that makes a
Lord's, you are perjurers.
great stir among the celestials, and the a ,warm personal friend, and we had not
But at last the tide bas turned, and the de- angels rush to the scene each bringing to her met before for months.
We had served
spisers of purit:v overdid the m_attei:. A f_or- a dazzling coronet. Who is she? Over what
eign actress of base morals arrived mtendmg
realm on earth was she queen! In what great together before the war. I rode with
to make the totlr of the f;tates, but the re• Dusseldorf festival was she the cantatricel
him a short distance, and then we wishmaining decency of our cities rose up and Neither. She was a.n invalid who never left
canceled the contracts, and drove her ba"k her room for twenty vears; but she was ed each other luck and good-byo which
from our American stage. a woman fit for strong in prayer, a.nd ~he prayed down re- was our last.
neither continent. In the nu.me of Almighty
viva] after revival, and pentecost after penGod I take these abominations by the throat.
tecosii, noon the cburcbe3, and with her , "Then I rode down the line of guns,
If you think these offenses are to go on for- pale lia°rds shh knit many l a m\~en
bor selectin,g such as had enough ammunition
1
~if~~r~~?t~~~ ;~~D;hi/~~I::i~~t
Gi~ !tlt~•ivan~~3 :h:
j~~ tow many e~ to follow Pickett's advance, and starting
the•e palaces of sin will become 11ala.ce3of toli~ay fE:tival,f
an1ct_ dow wit\
t~~~ them after him as fast as possible. I
0
righteou sness. Thev will come into th e pos- whi~ 11~: s~ ~t~·oi~ f~~ ~i~~li~~tion she bas got, I think, fifteen or eighteen in all in
session of th0 se st rong for virtue a nd st rong won coronation. and enthronment and jubi•
for God. "He shall divide th e spoil with Jee. And Christ says to the angels who a little while, and went with them. Meanth eC~~reng.'d' Af .
th t
. h ,
t·
hc1,vebrought £ch a crown for the glorified while, the inf an try had no sooner, deuma an'
rica, e wo ric esJ nor ion~ invalid:
"No, not these; they are not good
or me eai-tn oy reason ot' metals and ra.ra enough.
:Sut in the jeweled vase a_t the bouched on the plain than all tho
woorls, a~d_inexhaustible productiveues.s,a.re right hand sido of my throne there IS oua
.
• h 1 1 b
1
not yet div1~ledup among-_t~e good b~ca'.lse that I have been preparing for her many a Federal line, W 1llC
iac
een near Y
t1:1eyare no. ready to h~ ~•v1tled. Watt 11>;- year, aT\d for her every pang I have set an silent, broke out again with all Hs
hl ~II the doors that Livmirstn~e opened m . amethyst, and for her every good deed I batteries.
The eioo-htecn guns were back
A~nca_sball be entered, and. B:sh_op_
Tayl_or I ham set a pearl.
Fetch it now and fulfill
hv~~~ ~~n~atb!i~~i~ft~~~o;i~nAs~~~{i~s°~~~ ~~~~~o~~eth;:vfa~:~ft:fnfnt~g~e~~~h:;~c~
in the cemetery, and a storm of shell
11
3
~~~e:i~~H~~':i~i
th! wi~ut~~t~~= tha~rg~;~~·;: onlv one being in ~:i:~r/ur::~!f
~:;r g::!
s~::~gas ~::
11 st
~i~1h~itiJ~e Ni~~nani~ ~~~ N~~erb: hf~~;d i~~puh~~;~::a-;~i ~~d h~!v:~
~~b~~:
infantry passed between them, reopened

I

y1
C<

tl

y
s:
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Poetry and Proso.
is ten o'clock, p.m. A.dalbe,rt takca
leave of Emma, the object of his affection, to whom he is engaged to be
married.
Emma-''Fare
thee well, darling of
my soul, and when thou gazest on the
moon, remember thatshe who loves thee
more than words can tell, also gazes
upon yon distant orb and thinks of thee,
and thee alone."
Five minutes later: "I say, nrnw, what
has become of them cold baked beans
that was left over from dinner?
I feel
ns empty as a barrel. --Siftings.

Not Romantic, But Positive.

g

.e
n

In t!;or!.1"ievo ..s years that
Hadst thou left us

a

CUilE!3 AND P11EVITTIT'I

OF

Colds, Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza, Broa•
chitis, Pneumonia, Swelling of the Joints.
Lumbago, Inflammations, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Frostbites, Chilblains, Headache, Tooth-

Warner's
S f£ Cum

ache, Asthma.

DIFFICULT

-James

Sold to Dec. 27, 1886a

\·ertif-lPnumr nf'~d an 1 ono 8UF.Fl!:R \Vl1'l:i

''lam

StomaclI.

,.-----------

thief remarked when he ran away with
a ham.
There is one branch of labor whicb
must always be done
pockets.

by hand--picking

A man may talk and talk and not b~
a bore if he talks to you about you1
good points.
'.!.'hefirst f( w months of happy honeymoon
Thy bill and coo awhile; then coo and bill.
A short time after that, but all too soon,
The cooing disappears-'tis now all bill

Confidence.

strongandwell."

Fever and
Ague Conquered.
RADWAY'S READY RELIEF

Notonly cures lhe patient seJzedwith this terrible

~.~
!~iri~p~~te6r
~:;t,\°d!
1149
Ivanla, 1'821
' '122Pennsy
,218' ~v~:~l.~~~~
~t,r/f~~~n"~:f,,<1,~;~~!/;;.ft:~:p'{.
1

in ncwly- ..et~bd

tr~~~::,.A~~r~Ji1
1

8

di~tricts,

Jso~Ut

where th•

0

1
~~

I

Lo.r-k~. '!'his muo,t be <lone 0~forc goln:.:: out.

(Feb. 5, 1885.)

Providence. 171929

.-

1:·

Detro1·t.

~~~hi:;:

8169"6

441,
105'

Ji~~';';;~;:~:~

.o R • RAD w A Y's
('I'he Onl>·

(,cnuine)

The Great Blood Purifier,
For cure ot all chronic diseases, Scrofula, Bloo<l
TalnL,.SyphllltlcCon'&lnlnts,
Consnmptlon.Gland·
1
it;:J.~"cr~~dn
f1J~~e~;:i;tJf~;,,t~r-£'l';:•
f~f~f~~~~~fn~rh:.1.t~'fi'
,.t;g/hro»t, purl as

~/:~.~fJ::;:

Sold by nrnnnbt•.

Sl ,,e,· Bnttle.

:rw

DR• RAD WA y 7 S p I LL S
The Great Liver and Stomach Remady
u 1' rd
r th st
h rt

,~;,~i':.
'i';1en~~:.r!"1~1d'dc;,N.:'rvou~Dls;~~~L:.S~";r
~d;.';.t~~:1!;:',~;tf~\i:a~i'i':~\
1~~~r'J,':.dti::,~f,'.'·p?i~
anclall der:.ngenrnut•c,f the Internal Vi,cera. Pur&0

~·.1:t";J~~~1a•rg~~-t:.lulnll
Price 25 ce11t.s per box.

no mercury, mineral• or
Soldby :.11 druggists.

{11~-:-IetM~~;~c;
Dys p E p s I A l

g~~.f

0

8

w;~fn~~:~i
sJ:~

cu~:~1;ij;,n
o~cfi=:~'~*)~l
~ri"ittht~~'t!i':~f~~"thfft\i;~!
0
and other feve,-s,
R.ide<l
bv ltAl>WAY'S
PII,LS.
v y
1
y ELIEL'
,o
~~t:~. "!~~~ b/~ruHi.;
..
_
_,..,.__,.,.,._mras;S11R

Chicago,
- - 2,808j693.
S.l~SAPARILWN
RESOLVENT!

I
,
' MR. .R. BRO\~~ (2221'!V
oodwa rd Avej. DeEX-GOV. 'J,'.G. ALVORD (Syracuse, N. Y.),
wit, M1ih,)dlnJUrt~ h~s/a?k fro1k a
in 1884 began running
down
with
!all ~j~r: h~ 1cJ~1:e,,!'x ;.~ius~ino- in~
Generai
Debility,
accompanied with a
tense suffering.
Warnei:•s'S_AFECureo resense of weight in the lower part of the
sto1•ed his lcil].neys to the11·natural conbeiad{g'i.;m.ithg
a uftevefrtihshe
wsehn
saetiorngaaru~dsma.
genas- dition,· and he writes: "I am now eighty
0
0
01 0
W
years of age, smart and active."
t~d
ti:n:~~io.r,~i~etto:~uh~
treatment with Wa1'ner's SAFE Cure te
':I! l 'I ,
says: "I run con~pletely
resto1•ed to -------------lteaUh by its means."
MRS. THOS. SCHMIDT (Wife of the Vice1 --------------Consul of Denmark, 6() "\Vall St., New
~~~~?I x;:irmt,~~~~~:1'~fctt~o~·~n, :::;~~
--------------'---eight years ago, was af1licted with Bright's

Portland,
Me.'

Colic. Fla.ta ..

Ch.1"lls and Fever,

roe to settlers

A Michigan woman kicked a bear to Mft/?s~1 ~a~· atiE:t?rwlfrri!e~d,b~ii;
c\~-~ti:~~~~~ ~
~
death a few days ago, and now her busRheumatism,
and 1(:iclney trouble.
Co., Bankers, New York, slle prescribed
band never contradicts
anything
she
~~~~l~~.th:n vder~jtedestpa~lysitchiaensminm'
eSra•nl wtharnher's. ~Al'E eye, wit~ th?,tfonseht
~f
18 P ysi
~
"
e P ys,c,ans, anc repor s,
sayr.
buthf~~h :;,~~n ~e!~:
~~~~t ,5;1Y that he will be 7,e-rfeclly
A boot and shoe shop hangs out the
snffe1·cll constantly
from his malauy,
•
"C st •
l st " w
]'I
whkh had rnsulted in B1•ight's d-lsease.
11
sign:
a
iron
a s.
e
a
After using a couple dozen bottles of "\Var- ____ e__ ........:.,
_______
__ , __
•
know it does, but we don't want anJ
ner's SAF1':Cure and two of SAFE Pills, he
MISS
Z.
L.
BOARDMAN
(Quechee,
Vt.), in
boots made of it.
wrote: "My back and Kit!noys are wllhin May, 1S82,bc,;im to bfoa.t, thcnco ca.mo
;'J';~::.~nSAn.::t-:.!~~~i:S~~• l owe it all to
storncich t1•011.ble, tcrnule hcaclaches,
A poet asks:
"What is it makes the
nnd finally tho doctor's opinion that it was
noonday air so strong?"
Well, perhaps
JJ:riyht's
disease,
and i1wu1·cible.
Eventually she becrune nearly blincl, prothe wife ha.~ been boiling cabbage
or
nounced by the doctors to bo tho last
something like that.
stciqe of Bright's disease. After having
MRS. J. T. RITCHEY (5W 4th Ave., Louisbeo1i under treatment bv "\Yarner's SAI'E
ville, Ky.) was a confirmed invnlicl j"o·r
It is said that women dress extravaCure for one yecir, she -reported: "I ani
eleven
yeci1·s, just living, aiJd how·Jy
He was Bitten.
expecting
clecith. "\V11sconfined to t.,C<.l as well a.s ,1,ny one."
gantly to worry other women.
A man
' ten months each year. '\,Vas attended by
"Pa, have you got the hydrophobia?"
who dresses extravagantly
generally
the best 11hysicic1-1i.~. Her left siue wns
"No, Bertie;
what makes you ask worries his tailor.
paralyze.cl.
Could neither eat, sleep, nor
enjoy life.The doctors safrl slle was troubled HON. N. A. PLYlfl"l'ON
(Worcmtcl'.
~hat question¥"
with female
com7,/.ainl.~;
hut she was
An
experienced
philosoplier
and
MMs.), in 1,fay, ltl~IJ, was proslrnted by
"Well, I heard mn say to--,lay that
satisfied her kid<10yswere affcclcu. Under
Gravel.
U11dcrthe operation of ,varner's
sportsman observes that it is easier to
you got awfully bitten whr;1 y0:1 thou~ht
the operation of Warner's SAFE Cure she
s.,FE Curo alone be passed
a large
she had a fortune iH h,·r 0\\ 'l n:irnc. ,, ___
_ lug a heavy shotgun
0
ten hours through
8to1te,
n.nd subs0queJ1!.Jy wrote: Hl liavo
tez,.,z:-x,('~~~ct~;s~;~~c~I had no 1'ec1u·1·encc M my troul,le sin('e
Bazar.
an impenetrable swamp than to put up a
as when a fl i1·l. "
1
-· \ Van:er:s. SAFJ.!: Cure c urell nie. ~,
The Plonk family in Lincolnton, N. clothes line.

It is related that a proud father of
twins invited a friend to dine with him.
The man came in a condition
more befitting a man who had dined than one
about to dine.
The twins ha.cl been
rigged out in their best bibs ancl tuckers
and . sat in high chairs side by side.
"There," snid the proud
father,
"did
you ever see anything to match that?"
The friend lookecl at the twins, and
conscious that he was in a condition to
sec double,
snicl with great grnvity:
"Ycsh. Tha's splendid child."

8loo;-iles:;11es,.

A IA

.AND

--------

as the

Nervonsam~s.

;::t1J]12

1/Jff.{;{JfJlf/jJE11E~l11%w

., B
I OSton,

IIea.r1burn,

Sick Hen.dacha, Dia.rrhre.-i. D.1aeatar1.
lency,a.uU all interua.l peiu.<J.

Rem:;l~_wf.~~e;~~~~jJ~\ft~~:~~eJ;s,i'~m/t'I?~
i~/;e,,;J~'~?ro~}t'.s,!·1
O
:f.JA81;.;EgJ1tff,L~O/~A~II>NEY,
LIVER

poor God's acre only

flesh rapidly,"

\-VaA

Onl,.

ttmu~l>V

:PAIN

Tha.t fn~tautly
6H>µs thfl mo8t excrur:la.tln.ct pa.fas.
a.lla.yninfla.mmatiou, a.ntl cure~ Cont:eslion,i, whethM'
ot' the Luugs, Stoma.ch, Bow<'l.3. or other ~la.nd.s o.r
o:rg:u1s. by oue a.pplica.ti()u.
A half tn & teasµoouful iu half "tumbler of water
will ill a few min11tes cnro Ora.uq>s, Spa.sm<1, Soar

Jejfe, ..son, Roche, in Boston Pilot,

gaining

Uae Un.cl,, Ct1c1tt or
the ]i~ir~t a.rul is the

NOOTHER
REMEDY
IN THEWORLD
OAfi
PRODUDE
S.UOH
A RECORD.

CAPT. W. D. ROBINSON (U. S. Marine F. MA YER (1020 N. 12th St., St. Louis,
A lad , • k -t -. --t
• l
t
j
Insp., Buffalo, N. Y.), in 188.5 was sufferMo.), afflicted with tirecl feeUnys,
dizziY s Jae e JS cer arn Y no a coa
ing with a s1cin humor
li1ce leprosy.
ness and pa'n across the ba.ck and lost ap
t,f male.
Could not sleep; was in great agony.
For
petite.
i.v~ sallo~v and care'-worn all th;
two years tried everything, without benetime. The doctors failing, he began tho use
It is curious, but a man is called a
~;·b!t'.resprir,:i~e~~cs:::ic~r:·~:;~
f~efl~~~1:r: ;t;,:~i;;':~i;;~,,reports:
"I
faster when he goes slow on food.
pletely
cu,•ed me, and to-day I run ______________

Restorative.

PA(N'",

J;.!'i~:~.rr
c~::~~./,,:
Limbs.
It

au~;.~~i»~1~/,u~v1)~~s.i.~~f

l(

have gom

llu. uoROUS.
.u

BREATH INC.

CUHES THF. WOH.~T PATXR In rrmn nnc to twen~f
Jnin~11e'{. NOT 0NJ~ HOUR aftor r.-,adiog tl.li~ ad-

Wehe•hdadclabsupreidedinoulorvbeittteherhb•unrddeenxttehnedreed:'
pe pie ow ti • l'f 1:~a~~ffe~t.o
d I !ti t ""'\,i"'a.mer ,s SAF.ECure " an d we can pro"
duceThousands
100,000 of'L'ESTIMOeNl'.;;.'.r.s
Y ~
Forgiving all when the fight had ended.
-------But that hallowed spot, weshallfind itReadthefollowingandnotethelargenumb~r
of bottles distributed. We guarantee
where?
these figures to ba correct, as our sal~s-books will prove:

Hostettcr's Stoma.ch Bitters are emphatically a genial restorative. The changes which
the greP.t botanic remedy produces in the disordered organization are always agreeably,
though surely progressive, never abrupt nor
violent. On t,1iis account it is admirably
adapted to persons of delicate constitution
and we..s.knerves, to whom the powerful mineral droi:-s are positively injurious. That it
1nitiat.e3tho,e proco3,e, which result in thereostablisl,ment of healthful vigor is conspicuously shown in cases where it is ta.ken to evercome that fruitful cau£e of debility, indigestion, coupled, as it. usua!ly is with uiliousness
a.nd constipation. Tnorough digestion, :regular evacuation and abundant secretion, are
results which promptly and invariably attend
itssystemati · use. It 1s, besides, the best protective against malar!IL, and a. first rate <.liu•etic.
,

Lack of

BOTTLES

Could we bury our hate in some deserl
lonely,
That its eyes might never accuse us more!
Butthere·s not- 'l. rood of our land unwatered
With the bk d o •myriad martyrs slaught•
ered
1

Lnst summer a pretty and romantic
city girl spent the summer on a Maine
farm and got up a mild flirtation with
the young man of the house.
He wns
not particularly bold and so one evening
as she swung in the ham!I\9ck in the
moonlight she coyly said to the young
fellow, "What is God's best gift to
man¥" He pondered a moment, as he
watched the color come and go in her
cheeks, and then said dccisi vcly:
'·A
good hoss, I think."
The 1oung woman
said that it was getting
dnmp and she
must go right into the house.
A Genial

26,587,335 R.R.RD
Radf:lin~

A.Ml Tllen7
Shall we told 1>ur hands when tho fight ii
ended,
And the broken fetters reluctantfall1
When freedom comes after long ende:tvor,
Shall our hate be buried in love forever,
And the bitter pasb be forgotten am
Shall we think no more on the blood ex
pended.
On the day of want and tho nights of woo,
On the galling chains and the taunts more
galling,
And the famine-murdered for ven,;eance
calling,
Where the graves, like waves, lie row on
row?

It

rl~~i,_u{l:;;~tt~,~i~l~.~~!ti"tg"{~/~~ 0 ;~~~~ho~~

~fi~::µi;r;1
..1a.~~~'i,'~
..~~nfci1~.1ti:'r~;,Tl;-rl~"e
l~~Emi~rgf
the •y•tem to contra.ctclisca.sos.'l'ake the medicine
wh..LWO au la
u:irsend a Jett.erstamp to DR. R.ADWA"Y &
()0., No. 3,J \Vu.rren
Sn·ect, New York, tot

t~:;f~gJ;~~~~f~:i:;~t:~~
0£~ro

M1'lUJaukee 158894 :;u:~~'~
·::-

1

0

UET

R.ADWA~S._

JONES
:El'.:ID

PAYSthe FREICH1'

Bal.ofNewEng.,- 441,753.

ti 1.'on lVa,:on

lroa

Scale••

Levers, Steel B1urtnc1, Br..,

"l'IH Beam •nd Bu.m Box f91

$60.
ab& Sea.le. For treo JM'IN1111

Snry

mej8
trEsb:;,'&froitt
..'i~i;:'
1

BINGIIA.Jll'l'O.N, N. ••

Minnesota,_

ffaS:.~1iJt~Jta~t~

C. is lon<Y-lived.
Joseph is now 98 years
0
old; his sister, Mrs. Tcthrow,
is. 100
year•, and Mrs. Weaver, another sister,
is 102 yen __
rs_o_f_a_g_e_.
___
_
"As

Goo,las

New,n

&re thG words used by a Indy,_who was !"t.one
time given up by the mostcmment phyb1c1ans,
A scientific writer tells
and Jett to die. Reduced to a mere skeleton,
1
1
fro:!"li~l)~~\i;:~ cti~~a~~~
v;o!~~i'ia~er~
~~ :!n'~n d:u:;e;t~
suffering females, such as displacenieut. leu- ;:;e:e
1
ti~1:1c~!t!?Jfa:t-:;iioetp·re~c~Tp~i~n~~
l\lid also using the _local treatments recom-

p:;~a:it
~,f~:I>r!
m,lnded

by hi1n, and 13 no"~, she says,

as new." Price reduced
druggists.

10

New
York
State,
- 3,870,773.
Bal.
N.W.States,
- 1,767,149.

Young Man-I
love your daughter,
sir, and would like to make her my
wife. Fathi;r-What
arc your prospects¥ Young man-I
think they'll be
pretty good if you'll say ye~.
how

w ARNER~s
AstFER•cuRE.
I·

wii,ter

0

THE
&10ST
POPULAR
REMEDY
EVER
DISCOVERED.

~:r~t!::

~~~I:~:~:"E!:~~:::::~;·
.~;;;e~nt~-~682,63~~-"1,fi;ii

uas go~d

I

one dollar. By

"If you continue this vagabond life," EX-GOV. R. T. JACOB (Westport, Ky.) wns CAPT. GEO. B. WILTBA?<K (019 Spruce
'J.'here ls n rush of gol<.l-seelccrs to the sternly remarked
St., Phila., Pa.), prostrat.ed ia Central
prostrated with severe J{idney
t'roitble
an old farmer to a
country on tile Straits of Magellan.
America, -.-,:th Mahrial Fe,·er, ('aused
and lost40 pounds of flesh. After a thorough
tramp, "you will find yourself in the
by congestion of Kidneys and Liver.
treatment with Warner's SAFE Cure he re,. It Ji_nock~ f he Sput!'..,"
l>eLiri<Hi8
p.s.t·tof U,e tiwe. I,lvar enports, "I have never enjoyecl
bcltei·
1
toils."
"Do!it't use that awful word,"
1
11
la1•gecl one-l,hil'.l. Ston,a-::h l.Jndlyalfc('thealth."
u1t~1:rs~
~~:
said the tramp with a shudder cf clise<l. Could hol,,tl nv fo 1Hl i <H'Cll water w~
.od'· ciPfent. consumption.
wlnch 1s nothing
1
1
gust.
"What wordi" ••Toils. I am n
,~~,~~~;.,s
~ 1 ~':ioiu
l~f
[HSCOVERV.
ple~ely ates t'rn ilver toues up the , t ,mach, man that never toils and neyer means to. __
1 l_c~'l!!__~~t1•crl."
G_E_N
___
H___D___W..:._A_L_L_E-•N_(l_44_M_a_d-is-on--'--A-v-e-.,
_c_o_1n_1_
WhoUyunlikeArtlflcialSystems-Cureofnnnd
Wan~~v!~?"~~s ihe bowels: purifies thl\ 1Jlood an_d
dering-Any book learned in one rending. H.Pavy reb ~ld; up the wenk places of the b7dy. It is
New York), scarcely
able to wallc two
Men are strange creatures.
They will
ductlous for postu.l classes. P1 ospectu_r-., ,-.·,th npJna.~urely veget ab e compound, ~nd V\ 1\~ do_m?r,~
blocks without exhaustion, and, having
ions o! Mr. PROCTOR, tbe Astn)llU!llt>r,
Hou:-:.. \V. w.
waste
an
hour
hunting
a
collar
button
ASTOR, JUDAH P. BENJA.?lllN, Dri:.. :il.Ul.01~, \Yoon
;tnd
lost flesh heavily, began the use of W'art~id:nclw-~~~il l r~;,~·~r~:~,,reler to .Ln. Purce.)
po!-lt FRl:E, by
ner's SA~"'ECnre and says: "I was niuch
insteacl of having an extra supply nod
MRS. (PROF.) E. J. \VOJ,J,' tGettysbtal'f;, others, scut PROF.
!.OlSETT:E,
benefited
by it."
Pa., "\Vife o( t:.ie E,l. ot' the Lutheran
~37 l!"'Hth Avenue~
Nei.v York.
letting their wife fintl the missing one.
r:~~de{;ce!rt~ N~~J):o,~tg~i--tour
Japanese
Quarterly),
he;;an to deeli11ewjth pulmonary consumption. (Uver :;o per cent. of all
You never see a womnn look for the pin
E
GUARAtnEE
YOlJ
cases of Consumption arci caused by dis- •
Uoot,~, (;i1·culnr""
Lclt<."r!il and f'upc~
she drops.
Her husband finds it when
orFb:e:~hakc~':i~~~~ri~~f-n;ti~It~!~~eda:,:~~~\1~µ
11
eased kidneys.) IJcspa lt'ecl of livin!1.
COL. JOSEPH H. THORNTON (Cincinnati,
FR E E g~1~~!t~~~ni~ f~1u0~~·,1~ti
J:,U~e~;t~1~
After a thorough course of trc:i.tm,nt with
he walks around in his bare feet.
~j!1{D~~~~~ce~l~~:y;
1:~ffn~1g;~
0.) in 1885 reported that his daughter was
Warner's
SAFE
Cure,
she
vvrites:
''I
ant
-~);~~7
~G~O~~{t1.\.r.ti'Cg~~5s~~a·::;~q'~:·c·;~f.r;lro:J~,
..(';:
rior to cod liver on. By drugt.,1sts.
very much prostrated; had pal1>itation
pe·rfcctly
1rnn."
of the heci1·t, intense pain in the hecid,
A Peculiar 'Po:ssnm Tree.
The J>'rcnch govcrnmen& costs the tax·
nervous disorder and C(ttarrh
of the
The year 1886 brought forth many
payers *90,~~~11:_yeur,
-~·-1,ladder.
She lost fifty-five pounds.
Other'remedles failing, they began the use of
curiosities in the shape of rainrng trees
A Great Offer.
,:varner's SAFE Curo, S.u,i,; Pills and SAFE
No matter in what part you live. you had and other things that seem queer, but we
Narvin~.
and
within three months she had EX-SENATOR B. I'. BP.UCB (South Carobetter write to IIallett & Co., Portland,
lina), after doctoring Cot· years for what he
gained fifty pounds in weight and was reMai,,e, witnout dela.,; they will sencl you free were told the other day of a curiom tree
information about work that you ca,l do and in the upper end of Lumpkin county,
sto1•ed to good health.
That was three
~1JK1~t~
1~~;!{.i_v';ib5.;f;;,r~,~eh:~~
live at home, ata profit ot' from SG to $25and
years
a.go,
and
she
is
still
in
as
good
health
0
ing obtained no rcl,ef whatever from hi~
3
1
near Jonas Turner's housr, that wo be as ever in her life. Col. Thomton, himself,
$lli"';~'f
dt~. YBo~hl~~:~~er1.1ir:g::rnf~u
physicians, he bei:,::111
the use of "\Varner's
was cured of Chronic
Dictrl"hcea
of
■ tarted in business fre~. Capital not needed.
lieve
will
excel
any
yet
heard
from.
011
eighteen yecirs' standing, in 1881, by 'V,,"ar- SAFE DiabetPs Cul'G, ancl he says: "My
Every worker who take, 1 old_at once is absofriends are astonished ,tt my improvement."
ner's SA!>'ECure.
lntcly suro of a. snug little fortune.
Now is a clear day, just about sunrise, a mist of
the time.
rain fails for two hours; ahout miclday It
No lady sl~d- Ih·c i;-p~rp~~al fear, antl
..;__
..;___...:,__
1mfferfrom the more serious troubles tlrnt so changes to sleet: and hail, and near sunH. ALLEN (Leavenworth, Kan.), son J. Q. ELKllSS (Elkins ville, N. C.) suffered for
E;~1[sllc!r~t~it~;~';;;~~ll~~~K~~: down it begins to snow and 1he ground C.Edwin,
ten years from O,•a-i:PI, whkh attacked
tlVOyears of age, afflicted with cxis covered with the fleecy substance, then
Tumor and Caneer there.
him eve·1•y s-ix ·nwnt hs. He lost 4;,
t·rcme case of B1•ight's cl-lseasc, nnd
pounds in thre(i months, n.ncl his stren;;-1;h
Best, ensicst to use '" <l chea11cst. Plso'a nt night the tree is full of juicy persimthe doctors gave hin• U1J. By the adv'ce
of the doctor's wife, began the use of WarRemedy for Catarrh. Dy Dl'llggi st s. 5oc.
mons. Many'possums
have been er.ugh.
~7Wae::;::~,f
l)
g1~:,~uf~ ~:
ports: "I am ns -wd/, 11s 1 evc·I' wa:<, afb~rnesst:f~ t~~}·c~~~ a~~ii t!.~¼1ta:~e
--~~; ~-~•~~-from the tree, and it fa said that the
ter usin:; fourteen bottles."
no
relapse.
whole neighbor hood has feasted on 'possum meat ever since the strange phenomenon wa.s discovered.
So many doubtful things have been brought to light
E,,ery Testimonial
we publish
is ~enuine
'\Vritc to ll1e t<'stator,;;
enC'losin::-•At.an1p
1'or rf':ply, ancl learn
-fo1• ;-;011.,.~~,"~c:
.
THEGREATENGLISHREMEDY
since the recent earthquake
tlrnt. we at
For Liver, Bile. Indigestion, eto. Free from Mer• firSt felt. a timidity
about giY ng them
'i.Wn~,c~~t?l~"c1tl:T.f1:s-lo!;;"~~vi~~.:i~nt&
publicat10n, but sue~ an it.em '" th'.s
- ----•
-- must be macle public.
Mr. Turner 1s

bn~~;:~·y~i~;~fie;,
~~,~~~l?ftn;r}!~!~~
f~~lf.ts~~~-\"
!~~tD':ife~
c~~d

Cincinnati,

873,667.

MarveUousMemory
\1~~'..h\:~,;:~nii'.~'
\~'.;1i~~,:~rc~v~

Kansas
City,

71'/,860,

Bal.Obio,
(State,)
- 633,
158.

~r~o;~~~i:~s

lJi J\~,\:'t,1t:;

W

r~:::

Bal.S.W.States, 746,789,
;';fi~

!;~

94,6,
Southern
States,
- 3,534,017.
SanFrancisco:1,242,
_______
__

F\~:i';.r~f
f.te:~

h:~

,S
C O CK LE
A NT IDB I LIOU S
p I LL S,

GARDEN
SEEDS
~

F•,ancis

1,467i824.
Bal.Pacific
Coast,
- 732,317.

m-

I

1~,!~cl:;~:e~
rrz,,pswAo,
Loxo rscAND, N. Y.
-;;J~::~:~10~:,~~b·c~? 0~ns!,~:i
rorchculnr. llunl_""~• 1•atcns
1!1Congre sSarcct. llo•to;.1,b:11186,

lll'ill,

PATENT
lS..liellor,

Canada,

g<;_;.:t
'.~b~'/:t

known as a man of truth and veracity
He accounts
for the
presence of the
'poss~ms by sny!ng that the tre: has a
peculmr attraction for these nn1mn_1s.1) 11Jilone;a (G,t.) Big·rnl.
.
.

Pensl
I)

to Soldiers,\:

Heirs.

Send ctmn»,

ftll"llsror Clrcuhu::i. COL. L. D!NG~SI
l.U..U, ,I.U'I, W..abin&t<1Q, lJ. ~

Business

Directory.

!iquo,· law. Jay and Livermore
showed
up. \Ve are looking for Canton, Dixfield,
Ad1·~rtiseme11ts under th i's luadl111,rinserted for 50 Peru, I [artford, Sumne1· and others.
Roll
cents per line for one J'tar.
them in. The Governor is a connoisseur
on "public opinion."
Let him be given
-CANT0N.a goodly amount.
BosToN 5 CENT STORI.!., IIolt's
Block.
Furniture,
Crockery, Glass & Tin Ware.
Great barg-aius in
We observe that Bangor has an element
5 and 10 cent goods.
C l{ DAVIS,
Dentist.
Office over Brick Store. At of public sentimt:nt which is taki 11!{ effect,
Dixfield first Tuesday :1.nd VVc.:d.in each month
as
some of her citizens are organizing a
1
~ ~r:~·~,~:~~-:~~)~::11~;~1!~s::~
Ji{ !n~~~~~~~Agent. '·Law and Order League."
\Ve got our
II H BuRUAN".,
Flour, Groceries,
Dry Goods,
Metropolitan
police
commissioners
Fruit and Confectionery.
D .BRADI<~ORD, Brick Store, General St,,ck.
through this agency.
Perhaps one in BanE F GouLD & Co., :-itove!:), Tin & J-Ian.lwa1·c.
gor will be able to influence the Governor
J~RIDGIJA'.\I
& Jon~~~ox, ~'[ca.ts & Groeeric~.
AC BICKNELL,
:'\Hlliner>' and I•'.ancy Govds.
to appoint officials who will enforce the
0 A IlRIDGIIA'.'\'I,
Groceries & Nleats.
law.
1
vVe observe that the ladies of several
towns
desire the fra~chise.
Are there anv
~ ~.-~11~~~-;;.l~~t~~~e~::
ltSt~:~~~lucc
and
:-3upplics.
1
BrCKNEI1I1
& STET":iON, Blacksmiths.
in Eastern Oxford who desire to vote? if
LC COBURN, Flour, Grain and Feed.
so, forward your petitions to Mr. Gilbert,
1
tt~~l~~v~~~ fcJ1'!~<~~,~~~t~;~fo~:~~1:tt~:·!n~~~~~ts.
and don't forget to put Honorable to his
J.P. Swasey, Attornt!y and Connsellor at Law.
address.
Your petition wi11 make him
-WEST
PERU.,v S \VAL KER & SoN, Groceries, Flour, Hardware, popular, and a power for your interests in
Paints and Oils. Burial Caskets a specialtv.
his place. Such petitions will illustrate
rvrrss E: I Tncker, !\Iil!inery and Fancy GooJs.
to his colleagues that he has an intelligent
LIVJ<]RM0RE.
constituency, and nothing so edifies a man
GEO F ADA:\U:, Physid:1a and Surgeon.
as to impose duties upon him, which it is
BUCKFIELD.
your privilege and his business to attend
7<:
l\~fi~~t~;;c~u;~PF:!~~cc,:uJ~ods.
to.
HOLi.AND
& Cu~H.\IAN,
Meats ana Provisions.
Sam Jones' coadjutor, Sam Small, is in
1
~-SB~I~ :i<l~'h~~~if~·D.V,6fli~~f,1f1~!~~dcnCe.
Boston, and thPre is not nor has there e,·WEST SUMNER.
er been two busier men in Boston.
Success is crowning their efforts.
Souls are
"leaving their 111eanness" and con1ing i11to the light and liberty of God. I wish
EAST SUMNER.
you could hear Mr. J. say "love."
His
W H EASTMAN,
Seedsma.n.
Choice Vegetable
pronunciation
of the word is more than a
Seeds ofmy own Growing a specialty.
sermon; it is a revelation.
-NORTH
TURNER.North Turner !louse.
Elias Keene, Propridor.
Our Episcopal brethren are moving in
"an1idst of a perverse generation."
Phillips Brooks preached to a select audience
in Faneuil
IIall last Sabbath evening.
Tickets were given. out, but no church
-:(-):-memb r could get one without sacrificing
1
PUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
their Christian
integrity.
"Awake
to
Carrlrrrr. Ilxfrrrrl Crr .• Ma:irr:e. righteousness and sin not," seems to be
--0-in the hearts of God's people every where.
The , fayor says Mr. French is a proper
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
person for fire commissioner, and re-nominates him.
"Banquet
upon Banquet!"
The vanquished and vanquisher meet in honor and
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
sympathy.
~No
paper discontinued
until all arTelephone,
Telephone;
·who got the
reara'5es are paid, except at the option of
Telephone.
Messrs. l:lell, Gray, Edison,
the publisher.
Drawbur 6 h, and several others, all have
Papers prompt Iy discontinued atexpiratior. of the Lime pnid for when so ordered;
one in U. S. Supreme court.
Where is
otherwise they will be.continued.
ours? Ah! here it is. Ours was in the
U. S. mail. Now lets see what they all
say. The most delightsome visitor of all
the week to us is the TELEPHONE. It
brings to us voices familiar from scenes
we love. God bless the people who dwell
therein, and make them to realize the
nrnny blessings it is their privilege to enOURBOSTONLETTER.
SnoMER.
joy ..

BostonandNewYorktourists
by taking11·
the cars of the R. F. & B. railroad at Mechanic Falls and making the trip abo,·e referred to, will find an agreeable change
from crowded and expensive summer re~~~t~i:~:t:~:~i~:~;;n~~~::::1ed

... • ·-· ••-

i lM

i~l(},J~tonQ.

$1.25
PerYear,
Paid
inAdvance.

Thursday,
February
3,1887.

Communications,

Etc.

BOSTON. Jan. 26, 1887.
The spirit of the times are quite intoxicating, and as our latter-day prophets are
rnying, we are on the border of a great
awakening.
This last can scarcely, if true,
be termed prophecy from the fact soapparent and easily discerned of a great necessity foi' it to occur, or that a void so farreaching shonld in the providence of God
remain unfilled; and it is a fact that prophetic proclamation
is born of hum'ln
neeci. • Evil consummations
in human relations arer climaxical, and let us hope that
the saying, "It's darkest just before day,"
is true and applicable to our time.
If we
had w'ords that would burn in indelible effect'upon the memory of our readers we
would use them now. in registering an important fact therein.
Even our wicked
soul is shocked, and in sorrow pours out
through the machinery of speech:
"My
God, oh! my God; hast Thou taken Thy
spirit fr.om the conscious attribute of Thy
people."
For never, in authentic history
was an evil so fla 5 rant as is the ·so-called
"social evil" at the present time. In those
terrible epochs of this evil at the French
court and it~ social contingent
shrine it
was the few; the courtiers coterie tha't was
involved.
The masses were little affected.
being led by the spirit. the fruit of their
sincere religious devotion, which at court
was mockery and merchandise.
But if we
can read the "times' signs" American society of the secular order is permeated
through and through by thi,; virus, which
is more and more apparent.
We were walking by one of our leading
mercantile establishments
rPcently with a
friend who remarked of it, that it was the
biggest house of assignatic,n i'1 the annals
of the world.
'"\Vhy," he said; "no honest, true, pure girl ca;i long retain a position then:-, and remain true to herse'f"
,\nd, horrible to relate. between 300 and
400 are there emplO) ed.
And our observation s111cehas fully confirmed his assertion.
This is a g-reat question, and the very
root of the tree of .:vii in social affairs.
;\lothtTs. for,ake your prndi,hness andeducate rour dau;.;hkrs
that they may be
armeci for the defence of their sotd, against
thi, c.>vil. Father-, ··leave off your meanne~s" and set the gage of social life that
,hall save your sons from this whirlpool
of wor,e than death.
Co~gress
has a chip on its shoulder.
]ohnny fl., and vo11 hacl belle,· let it 13e.
• Thl," ;\fai nc legisla,Lure is reported as :'ery
dili,gePt in its iabors.
On the 26th inst.
no le,~ than two score town petitions were
filed. all :i-.king for ·,11ncndn1ents to the

L

.&.'4

J;\,

p Q VJ" DER

and satis-

!

SLOCUM.

Active,Pttshingand Ralia.ble.
Nathan Reynolds can always be relied
upon to carry in stock the purest and best
goods, and sustain the reputation of being
acti,·e, pushing and reliable, by recommending articles
with well eotablished
merit and such as are popular.
11:wing
the agency for the celebrated Dr. King's
New Discovery for consumption, colds and
coughs, will sell it on a positive guarantee.
It will surely cure any and c,·ery affection
of throat, lungs, or chest, and 111 order to
prove our claim, we ask you to call and
get a Tri,tl Bottle Free.
(,)
\Vrittcn

for the CANTON

TELEPllONR.

Cures
Chicken
Cholera.

Sheridan's
Condition

Powder

L

~~n~~.;~~•~!f..tf.u~e1,!~~dh~fh1ii/~~~~tT~~f
T~i~

8trktlv
a medicine
t.o bP given with food.
Not.hmg
on eai'th will make hens Jay Jlkc it.. It cures chi<:ken bholera
an<l all diseaseR of hens.
Is worth its
weight
in gold.
Jllustrat.ed
book 1,y mall free.
Sold everywht>;rP., or sent by mail for 25 cents !n
~tamps.
21-4 lb. air-tight
tin cane, 81.00; by maxi,
1181.20. Six cans by expre8S, prepaid,
for 85.00.

DR. I, S, JOHNSON

& CO., Boston,

Mass,

Au1t Annand Unch John.
The "·orld's greatness
is the history un"vrote,
Of saintly souls we know about,
That are rich indeed
In true worth that is tried and proven,
Thus commissioned on earth for heaven;
Calling us to heed
And gather strength to meet the strife
Of precipitate duty found in life,
Through which it leads.

The LATEST STYLES of

Sucla souls, as humble as sublime,
Are refreshing oases in desert time,
For which we seek,
Not vainly to flatter their personal pride.
What really the heart is, lips cannot hide,
And thus we speak:
All hail! dear, good Aunt Ann;
The good Father lengthens thy span,
And we a blessing reap.

JEW

&W'R.APS,

~AR.KETS
and Plush

Jackets

"'~

Carments,

is at

-~1

Richly blest was good Uncle John;
Thus cares the Father for his own,
Attuning hearts in true accord.
Though Uncle hath gone before,
To perfect peace-eternal
shore,
His just, true reward.

Mechanic

Falls, Me.

--ALSO--

CHILDREN'S OUTSIDE

Aunt remains as 'tis God's will,
Their mission here to fulfill,
\Vhich to them was given.
Thus united, still they dwell
In love eternal, inseparable,
On earth and in I-leaven.

~'

In life's mission they are one,
Unended here as there begun;
To us God spares Aunt Ann.
Thanks, Oh God! it's thy grace we own,
Her sweet living, Uncle's "\1/ell done,"
For Heaven needed a man.
Thus on earth as in Ileaven,
As to them it is given,
God's will is done.
Let us mark well their course,
Their po"·er-of
them learn its sourceThat welds two in one.

All hail to that blestful morn,
\Vhen into our mortality was born,
Aunt indeed a queen,
Uncle no less a king.
Then rang the bells of !Ieaven,
As ever when to earth is given
Souls divine, mortal sheen;
DELIGHTFUL
TOTlWELERS.
Fitly king, filly queen.
Their advent through our commor. weakness,
We acknowledge
the rec<cipt of se,·eral
In life sorrows, pains, distresses,
legislative reports from Senator Gilbert.
Was in patient mien,
Among them is one compiled by the SecOf virtue-the
Divine seen.
retary of State, entitled ·•Industries
of
Through all, like joy bells ringing,
Maine," from which we copy concerning
They came, to all a message brin_ging
our reliable and enterprising railroad.
Of love, aid. sympathy.
To all within their toilsome life field,
"The Buckfield and Rumford Falls rail- With harp attuned and burnished shield,
road leaves the Grand Trunk at :Mechanic
They gave special melody.
Falls and extend~ to Canton, a distance of Protecting, reproving, making all rejoice,
By
her
motherly
grace, his fatherly voice,
about twenty miles. It passes through
As angels ministering tenderly.
llebron, Buckfield and Sumner.
The entire route is a romantic one, and when the Said Aunt Ann, "Shall we all meet there?"
Having for others an anxious care;
road is extended to Rumford Falls, this
No thought of self.
will become a favorite route to the lake re- Because a peace pervades her soul,
gion.
More or less of summer pleasure Giving assurance of reaching the g0al;
Hope bridges the gulf.
and rest seekers have already found their As here we live in truth fraternal,
way into the region pierced by this road, So there together in love eternal,
Nature-lamb,
lion, wolf
and the ,n,mber of such i~ ste1.dily increasing. The Andro coggin valley is here Together lie down. being overcome and led
quite as attractive as it is higher up, while By the Ch;ld of God who said,
"Be of good cheer;
the surrounding scenery is no less striking
I have overcome the world-its
eviland picture$q ue."
Though you labors do not trouble,
Neither have any fear.
The above is true, so far as it goes, but
Come when weary into My perfect rest;
1·cquires some slight additions in order to I gave all for you, give me thy simple trust.
convey a more accurnte idea. The disI am ever near."
tance from ~1cFalls is nearly twenty-seven
Thus, "as man never spoke before,"
miles. The road also passes through Mi- Ile speaks, who keeps vigil at the door
Of our several hearts,
not and Hartford with stations in each.
The writer of the aheve might also have S:iying, "Open and I will come in,
And with eternal sunshine drive out sin.
appropriately
referred to the beautiful and
I am the Light."
delightful scenery afforded by AnasaguntiYes, dear Aunt, we shall meet thee there,
cook Lake and its environs, than which, a '\Vhere He hath gone a place to prepare,
• And all have part.
more delightful spot can hardly be found
in this part of Maine.
To the tourist seek- In that blessed, eternal home,
ing quiet and rest, delightful
country ,vhere no so;;-~'~e~~e~r~~nf~fi'.ne,
scenery.good society and hospitable homes, Yes, all shall meet, as 'tis God's will,
the Rumford Falls and Buckfield railroad \Vho love, and love, loving still;

opens up a route that will be very pleasant
and comparatively inexpensive and one in
which his desires and aspirations
can be
realized.
The railway officials and train men are
uniformly courteous and obliging, and the
accommodations
all that can be desired.
At Buckfield station there is a neat and
pretty village with a good hotel, where
teams can be procured for parties of picasure or business.
Its neat pretty cottages
and tidy streets are an interesting
feature
especially to the invalid who can at his
call summon four cxpe,·ienced physicians
to his aid. At Canton ma_y be found two
good hotels, and teams to co111"ev parties
up the beautiful valley of the r\ndroscoggin to Dixfield, ~fc,ico, Rumford Falls,
ancl through to the lakes. Canton itself
is a cheerful homelike locality. and the
person of leisure mav here find healthful
,\1r. gnod scenery and agi"cc1hle con1pany.
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LOANS.

HEBRON
ACADEMY.

I

4 percent. 1 percent.

Founded

:LIFELOANS.:
On

any

kind of security
and
promissory
notes.

U. S.

Government
Foreign

Address

The Spring Term of this venerable
st.itution ot learning ¼-ill open

Tuesday,
Feb.1, 1887,

Bonds
Large

Under

correspondents
wanted
:_iberal
inducements.
for full particulars,

G. W. FOSTER,

W.

the old board of Instructors.

E. SARGENT,

A. M.,

Banker,

42 Broadway,

--------

in-

Bonds.
Redemption

sole! on monthly
payments.
premiums
for small investors.
Reliable
everywhere.

good

180J.

New

--

-

Principal.

York.
--

Notice.
The municipal officers of the town of
Canton, hereby give notice that they desire to engage and hire a good active,
able-bodied man and his wife for one year,
to take charge and carry on the town farm
in said town. from the first day of March
181"7, to the first day of March 1888. The
selectmen of said town of Canton, will receive sealed proposals to fill the position
af0resaid until February 16th, 1887. The
right to reject any or all prnposals is reserved.
Proposals will be examined at
the dwelling
house of 0. F. Taylor at
Canton village on February 16th, 1887, at
IO o'clock A. M.
•
F. A. DELANO } Municipal Officers
0. F. TAYLOR
of
N. I-I. CAMP.BELL
Canton.
Canton, Jan: 24th, 1887.
_ __
-~

r!!;~~t~

Greek, Latin, Rhetoric

MISS

L.

NELLY

and Ancient

1-Iistory.

WHITMAN,
Preceptress.

l\>Iathcmatics and Book-Keeping.

GEO.

P. PHENIX,

A. B.,

Sci<;nccs, French and Latin.

MELLIE

E. JORDAN,

English

Assistant.

Department,

Every rlepartmt>nt of instruction is ably
filled by teachers of much experience.
'l.'he Trnstees, fnlly awake to our needs,
have appropriated
a liberal sum of money for fumishili)g apparatu,,
and chemieals for the departments
of Physics and
Chemistry.
Tbere are three courses of study: College, Classical and English.
Special attention is given to teachers who come to
prepare themselves in particular branches. Of the courses
of study each is
equally important to the one choosiug it,
and thorough work will be done in each.

Now
~~!~oEPGt?.,1;:'u!!~o~ of II•
Catalognes sent to any writing to Rev.
1
~l~~;il~~i~~~i1
:"~;ac~t~ie:~~~~~;lt;ot~~:H!1ntG1~~~
C. E. !Jarden. z. L. Packard~ See.~ or the
5
~}:.\_'/i
J'.£~,e~r~'.;~~rw'lihr~';;.~ti~~•s
Prin .. Hebron . .Me.
The above named
;a~•b~
persons will gladly and promptly answer
1
0
11
0
~r;;it~S
f~g~P£h
/ J~~eg:Je:~:n~.~/ E;~~t;\
~~~ r:t~::any letters asking questions coueerning
:~~i1d11tvl~~i~e~orrw~.~ :e~~i!et~~g~dmfr~~~:e,:i~roo1ns, board, etc.
::~:teu~~u ou;~~1sEsBV1~1~.~i~k~sns;~~s;~,liead•
WILLIAM E. SARGENT,A. M., Prin.

F;iJV~:sl!;i!
Tt;;;;
~~;c~~!~~J/
~~~fefo1t!,f;Shi~~~~~~J.;l

"God
love~'o:~c;s"~I~a~~~:1 ~:~-us ;"
0
Now let us one another love, and thus
Obey His loving call.
Rochester,
N. Y•
In human affairs, great and simple events
Are marked in purpose and with intents,
Elaborately inscribed.
Buts~:;~:~;
t~~~~eh/ew lines runs our
Of two sainted souls, one living, the other
not.
'
Our purpose if derived,
A competant man for Oxford County, to canvass
Is a tribute a nd memorial-our
offering:
and take orders for HO\VE'S
PATE KT ADJUSTABLE
SLIDING
WINDOW
SCREENS.
In humblene~i~:
i~~l~~~p;is1~:'.ng,

Hebron

Acaclrmy,

.Jan. 14, 1887.

(3t3)

WANTED!

These lines, written by an admirer, are
dedicated to Mr. anc i\lrs. John S. Ludden
-the
fonner deceased-of
IIowe Brook
Valley, Dixfield, Oxford County, :\1aine.
Croup, whooping- cou 6 h, sore throat,
sudden cold, and the lung troubles peculiar to children, are easily controlled by
promptly
administe·ing
Aver's ChernPectoraf.
This remedy i, s:tfe to take and
certain in its action.

.Best selling goods ever offered to agents.
Terms
and Outfit free. Address
6tf
ORRIN P. HOWE & CO., Au;rusta, Mc.

Pa M PLES. ~~:~

1
lp~a!!r(!R:E~c~

st

1
amp, a r~1~!~rtw~7i1'~i;.~;~c
: VEGETABLE
BALM TAN,BLACKFRECKLES,
PIMPLES,
BLOTCHES,
HEADS,
ETC.,
leaving

the skin soft, clear and beautiful.

Touch with thi~ compound the soft lily check,
And the bright glow will best its virtues speak.

1
~'t-'~~ll;~~~t1~~~:t
l;~~x:~d~~~{::~tl: r~~~~riaA~1a;~~~~
A.

n.

STEMPEL, 6o Ann St., New York.

$100

A ,vEER

1y52

!

GOLOs100.

We will pay one hundred dollars gold in premiums for
best results from ei~ht weeks' trial of Sheridan's
PowdPr to Make Hens Lay. Send your nantc nnd
pP.",t-offke
for partk'nlnrs.
J. S.. )011:);SO);
& CO.,

·,n.Ct.:~f(JM

lJUt

::sb ~l h4Lf,

Bo;:;10~,

.lfASS

Ladies or gentlemen desiring pleasant profitable
cmploymc·nt write ~t once. \\~e want you to hand.le
and ::in article of domestic use that recommend-s
itself to evt:ry one at sight.
Staple as Flour:,
~c.lls
like hot cakes.
Profits 300 per cent.
~ :1m1hcs
wishing to practice economy slH,uld for their own
benefit write for pnrticulars.
Used every ?ay the
vear round in evcrv household.
Price w1thrn reach
1
1
1
: ~id<ll;~::s ;:~~;iST
~.g;;~~- Gr~~.1,v~ ~~·'i
lr::l~

1r;~

0~

26143

THE HOUSEKEEPER.

For Toilet Use.
Ayer's Hair Vigor keeps the hair Roft
and pliant, imparts to it the lustre an,t
freshness of youth, causes it to grow
luxuriantly, eradicates Dano.ruff, curc•s
all scalp diseases, and is the most clea11ly of all hair preparations.

DISAGREEABLE
HABITS.

AYER'S~~%cY~1~fsf~~fi<?~i-ve1,;~~
nearl.v bald for six years, uurmg wh1cl,
1
~ft~~1t":'~;:~~:
h1~/:e8l.a~~ti:
\i!~'!.~
hair I had was growing thinner, until
I trieu Aver's Hair ViJ.or.

I used two

t eW~~,?!!~i8!~w
0

1

~~Y,o~,
:~;;~l~l~is 1:i~v
B. Chapel, Peabouy, Mass.

-Judson

HAIR;~9;;

f~~d~e~~1;8ii~:a;~~,r~r.;
and color restoreil to it by 1hc use of
Ayer's Hair Vigor. ""My hair was thin.
ia'iled, and dry, and fell out in large
quantities.
Ayer's Hair Vigor stoppe.,l
the falling, and restored my hair to its
Ol"iginal color. As a dressing for the

~~~y W'.8ifa1:i:~~~tstfi~~,a~ir,

~lY:;;_
-

1

VIGOR,
!~~~:~~a; ~~ ot~t~th~i~-~ n;~;
be presen·ed for an indefinite periou by

the use of Ayer's Hair Vigor. ,..,,A disease of the scalp caused my hair to become harsh and dry, and to fall out
freely. Nothing I tried seemed to do

'1.;e~~y rr~~~
c,'r'1~~:b~ft1~:i1~1
this preparation restored my hair to a
healthy condition, and it is now soft
and pliant. :My scalp is cured, and it
is also free from daudruff.-Mrs.
E. R.
Foss, Milwaukee, \Vis.

v1~~/

Ayer's

Hair

Vigor,

Sold by Druggists and Perfumers.

PERFECT SAFETY, prompt action, and
wonderful
curative properties, easily
place Ayer's Pills at the heau of the list
of popular i-emedies for Sick and Nervous Reaclaches, Constipation, and all ailments originating in a disordered Lh-er.
I ha,·o been a great sufferer from
Headache, ancl A:ver's Cathartic Pills
are the onl\- meclicine that has ever
giYen me reiiPf. One dose of these Pills
will quickly move my bowels, and free
Rful~;:;~!1d'.'v~.pain.-William
L. Paie,

Ayer's

Nearly ail the disagl'eeable habits ·which
people take up, come at 'first from mere
accident, or want of thought.
They might
easily be dropped, but they are persisted
in until they become second nature. Stop
and think before you allow yourself to
form them.
There are disagreeable habits
ofbodv, like scowling, winking, twisting
the mouth, biting the nails, continually
picking at oomething,
twirling a key or
fumbling at a chain, drumming with the
fingers, screwing and twisting a chair or
whatever you lay your hands on. Don't
do any of these things.
Learn to sit quietly like a gentleman, I was going to say,
but I am afraid even girls fall into such
habits sometimes.
There are much worse
habits than these, to be sure, but we are
speaking only of those little things that
are only anno'J'ing when they are persisted in. There are habits of speech also,
such as beginning every speech with "you
see," or ''you know," "no'\v-a," "I don't
care," "tell ye vvhat," "tell ye now;" indistinct utterances,
sharp, nasal tones;
avoid them all. Stop and think what you
are to say, and the.n let every word drop
from your lips just as perfect as a new silver coin. Have a care about your way of
sitting and standing and walking.
Before
you know it you will find that your habits
have become a coat of mail that yon cannot get ridofwithoutgreateffort.-Young
England.

Pills,

Prepared by Dr. J. C.Ayer &Co.,Lowell,Maso.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicine.

he, and chop the lobster up verv fine. Put
an equal weight of fresh butter into a basin and beat it to a cream.
A small wooden spoon is the be,t thing to .,se for this
pC!rpo,e. \\'hen of a proper consistency,
stir in the chopped lobster, add a sufficient
!favoring of anchov_y sauce, salt, pepper
and vinegar, and continue stirring until all
the ingredients are thoroughly incorporated. Put the mixture into a jar, and if kept
;n a cool place it will remain perfcctl_y
good for a week, or even longer at this season of the year. The jar must be kept
closely covered, of course.
A small quantity of this preparation spread on slices of
nicely cut bread and butter, or better still,
on slices of hot buttered toast, makes a
most enjoyable breakfast relish.

AFGHAN FOR BABY CARR!AGE.-This is
made of cream colored wool canvas, in
three strips, each about five inches wide,
and embroidered
with a pr~tty vine in
crewels.
These are fastened together with
Jong crochet stitches of wool, through
which are run cream colored satin ribbons.
A border of crocheted lace is placed around
EFFECTOFLAMPSHADES
ONEYESIGHT.
the edge headed by a border of the ribbon
fastened on with fancy stitches.
Bows of
In some interesting
experiments
made
ribbon finish the corners.
This is very
by an English oculist on the relative val•
handsome.
ues of various forms of lamp shades an important result was arrived at. The methW'onderfulCu1 es.
od pursued by him was to measure the • W. D. Hoyt & Co., Wholesale and Retail
brightness of white paper lying on a table Druggists
of Rome, Ga., say: We have
over which the ,ource of artificial light been selling Dr. King's New Discovery,
was suspended at a given distance by Electric Bitters and Bucklen,s Amica Salve
for two years.
Have never handled rememeans of a Weber photometer.
Thus the dies that sell as well, or give such universal
fact was col}firmed that the general effect satisfaction.
There have been some wonof a shade is to increase very greatly the derful cures effected by these medicines in
illumination immediately under the light, this city. Several cases of pronounced
Consumption
have been entirely cured by
while not modifying it notably at an an- use of a few bottles of Dr. King's New
gular distance greater than forty-five de- Discovery, taken in connection with Electric Bitters.
\Ve guarantee them always.
grees from this region.
Sold by Nathan Reynolds, Druggist.
(1)
Taking as a measure of the value of the
illumination in this case the numher of
HAT FOR HAIRPI~s.-Take
a tin spice
lines which can be read from a newspaper
box, or an old-fa,hioned
collar-box, and
in a minute, and as a unit ot illumination
crochet a piece in single crochet large
that of a normal candle at a perpendicular
enough for the top, widening just enough
distance of a meter from the paper, it is to keep it flat, then crochet without widenfound that the best illumination is not less ing till deep enough to cover the sides of

Rmnf
or~
Falls
&Buckfield
R.R.
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect Nov, 1 '86,
GOING

SOUTH.

GOING

Lve, A. M,-MXD
MAIL
Lve,
Gilbertville-, oo
Canton,
4 15 9 15 Boston,
*Fuller Road,

NORTH.
-MXD

\'9
I

A. M. P. l\l.

! ~g)
g1~

~ ~~

~:.;tt~:~~ner,
r~~~~r:~~,}'·
*\Varrcn H.'d,
I
l\ilcchanic F''ls S
Buckfield,
5 30 9 55 \Vest Minot,
9
*PackarJR'd,
*Bearce R'd,
East 1{cbron, 5 50 10 05 East Ilelwon,
9
*Bearce H.'d,
I
·*Packard R'd,
West l\Iinot 1 6 15 10 1S Buckfield,
10
Mecha~i~t~.::?~
Lewiston,

MAIL

7 oo -

~~~rs~~~11~~~,'

! ~~

45 3 15
05 3 27

30 3 37
15 3 50

6 4)10 32
10 35 4 04
7 40 11 15 Ilartford,
10 50 4 10
lr. M. *Fuller Road,
Portland,
S 25 12 05 Canton,
11 15 4 25
r.M.I
[arrive.
Boston_, ___
,_15_5 1c ~ilbertvillc,
4 35
*Trains slop only on signal.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
AT '\YEST MINOT.-Daily,with
mail train,for Hebron Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
AT
BucKFIELD.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Chase's :Mills 4 miles, 'J'urncr 6 miles, No. Buckfield 3 miles, and '\¥est Sumner 7 miles.
AT CANTO:-l.-Daily,
with mail train, for East
Peru 5 miles, '\.Vest Peru 10 miles,Dixfield
10 miles,
Mexico 15 miles, Rnmfor<l Falls 17 miles, Roxburv
1
1 2 1
:~ \~~\~~~f1it~%~
s R1:
i~1i!~iJ~~~~l~~~~~'; l~~l~ns\es. AfAT GrLBERTVILLE.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,

L. L. LINCOLN,

SurT.

than
this
cept
with

fifty such units, but even a fifth of
illumination is very rarely secured,eximmediately under a lamp provided
n ti.fc ".Journal.
a good shade.-Scie

A COLr,AR
ANDCUFFBAG.
Almost every woman has felt the need
of a separate bag for collars and cuffs, especially if her husband's
are sent to the
laundry, as they so often are, and must
therefore be kept separate from the general family wash.
Or if not needed for this
purpose, still a small and ornamental bag
substantial enough to be thoroughly
useful. comes in handy for the handkerchiefs
and laces that require more delicate handling than Bridget's.
Such a bag may be made out of the fancy Turkish towels to be had anywhere for
twenty-five cents apiece. Those with blue,
pink, or yellow grounds, and a brocaded
pattern of raised white upon them,· are especially pretty.
The pink and blue will
wash, as the writer knows, but the yellow
she has not tried. The bags are made by
doubling the towel, and seaming the edges
to within four inches of the top, not including the fringe.
These flaps are then
turned over so as to make a sort of little
lambrequin,
and a line of stitching put
about a third ofan inch from the top,thus
forming a hem in which to place the drawstrings.
Next run number three ribbon through
the hem. so that it will draw from both
sides, and finish the bag by a large ho"- of
ribbon upon the front, just below the
fringe.
Pink and blue ribbons, mixed are
pretty upon either a blue or pink bag.

THE
BOSTON
HERALD.
THE LEADINGNEWSPAPER,

LargestBona Fide Circulationof
any paper in NewEngland.
ALL

TIIE

LA.TEST

NEWS.

WANTED!

100 :E'AMILIES
TO MAKE

COATS

Sewing Machines
furnished if wanted
and the work delivered at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
5 ltf

S~ ~l!ICdlS~
Boot & Shoe Maker.
Over P. Hodge's blacksmith
shop. All
kinds of repairing.
Custom making to
measurP, from Thomas· cPlehrated calf to
finest l!'rench.
Orders solicitecl.
3-37

LOANS

On Pro1uissor;v
,v ANTED-Notes
of well

N otcs.

rated business
men
for one month to twelve months.
Amounts, $1,000
to $1,000,000.
Strictly confidential and safe. Bonds
given, settlements m;Lde. Correspondents
wanted.
G. ,v. FOSTER,
Banker,
6m36
40 Rroadw:ty, New York.

To wash, remove the ribbons, and press
out the drawstring.
The bow will not
need attention for a long time if properly
made. Soak blue towels in strong brine,
say half a cup of salt to a quart of water,
an hour or two before '"ashing.
Do not
boil. Pink towels should be soaked at
least an hour in vinegar and water, half of
each, and enough to cover. If in the SOl\king any part should be left dry, it will gen eraliy be found to have faded. Pink or
blue goods of almost any description may
be washed without losing color in this
manner.
For very delicate pink, pure vinegar should be used.
These bags look well hung on the nail
to which the bedroom curtains are tied,
their delicate color showing prettily against
white curtains in particular.-Marion
Foster Washburne, in Good flousekcejing.

and

.. Castorlaissowelle.dapt.edtochildrentbat
[recommendito.ssuperiortoanyprescription
mown to ma."
H. A. A:acREn, M. D.,
lll So. OJ:!ord St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

EvERTOK IcE CREAM CANDY.-Boil one
and one-half pounds of moist white sugar,
two ounces of butter, one and one-half teacups of water, and half the rind of a lemon.
When done, which may be known by its
becoming quite crisp when dropped into
cold water, set aside until the boiling has
ceased, then acid the juice of one lemon.
Butter a dish and pour in about an inch
thick.
When cool remove the peel, pull
the candy until white, draw out in sticks,
and check with a knife, about four inches
long. The fire must be quick, and the
candy be stirred all the time.

I

Infants

for

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
S(?ur Stomach, Dinrrhcea, Eruct.-ition,
Kills ;;';;~~s, g,ves sleep, and promotes diWitrou, injurious medication.
TuxCENTAUII,
Co:IIPANY,
182 Fulton Street, N~Y.

FIR

NE
BLUE

Children.

STORE,

•

CANTON.

Full stock of Groceries, }i7 lour, Meats. Provisiom, Canned
Goodt-, Uhoice Teas and Coffee, Fruit, Tobac.:co and Cigars.

ALLKINDS
OFFARM
PRODUCE,
Such as Butter, Cheese, Eggs,
in exchange for goods.

Potatoes,

Benns, Etc., taken

Only Store in town that Sells

15LBS.GRANULATED
SUGARFOR$1.00,
Try ou1· Diainond
Electl'•ic
Soap~ the best in the
market. Also our choice bran<l of 40 ct. Tea.

Bridgham

& Johnson, Blue Store, Canton.

The 1111dersignecl take this· opportunity
to thank their trienrls and cnstomers for
the very liberal patronage bestowed upon
thPm the past year.
vVe shall continue
to dons ne,ir as possible a PAY DO~ 1N
bnsiness, believing that it is for our mutual interest.
We shall keep a full stock
of Merchandise of all Kinds-everything
usually kf'pt in a country store.
Buying
in Jar~e (luant.ities will enable us to make
LOW PRICES.
R.esp'ly,
C. B. ATWOOD & CO.
Buckfield, Jan. 6, 1887.

the box; now widen out a piece about an
inch wide to lay flat for the brim of the
hat, then put a band round of ribbon, and
a bow at the side. Fill with curled hair.
The box can be cut down, or the lid used,
if a low crown is liked.

ENJOYLIFE.
\l\That a truly beautiful world we live in!
Nature gi,·es us grandeur of mountains,
glens and oceans, and thousands of means
of enjoyment.
We can desire no better
when in perfect health; but how often do
the majority of people feel like giving it up
disheartened,
discouraged
and worn out
with disease, when there is no occ"lSion for
this feeling, as every sufferer can easily
obtain Ratisfactory proof, that Green's August Flower, will make them free from disease, as was born. Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint are the direct causes of seventyfive per cent. of such maladies as Biliousness, Indigestion, Sick Headache, Costiveness. Nervous Prostration,
Dizziness of
the Head, Palpitation
of the Heart, and
other distressing symptoms.
Three doses
of Auf{ust Flower will prove its wonderful
effect. Sample bottles, IO cents. Try it.

Ptl:l'tl Lt

TAPIOCA PuDDINGs.-Two
kinds of tapioca pudding,
very delicious,
are thus
made:
(r.)
Pare and core sufficient apples to fill the pudding dish; soak a half
pint of tapioca in a quart of luke,varm waLucas & Bishc,p wishfls to inform th(' pnblic that they are prepared to fnrnish
f
h
dd
r I I fl
anvthino- in their line at Boston prices, as they exchanges
good!" nrnnu factured _by
te: nr one our;. a .. a itt e sat,
a:·or them-el~es for goods in the \Vatch and .Tewe1ry line .. which enables tllern to give •
with lemon, pou1 o, e1 the apples.
Bake better p1 icfls than ever. Just consider some of our pnces.
until the apples are tender.
Eat-, when
.
cold, with cream and sugar.
(z.) Four
v\'e will sell Wm. EllN.Y 11 je. welled key winding ·watches_, 3-onnce s1l~er casP,
•
.
for $12.00.
Rroa.clway 7 jewelled in ~ilver ca~P, for $8.00-mckel
case $6.o0. No.
tables~oonf~ls of tap10c~ soaked fo1 _two 17 Elgin. 7 jfnvels, in nickel case for $6.50, in silver ease $8.00..
~o. 13 Elgin, i,n 3hours 111 tepid water.
V. hen the tap10ca ounce silver ease for $12.00.
Rockford, Hampden,
and Jlhno1s Watch Co. s at
has softened add a quart of cold water, proportionately
low prices.
Knights of Labor Pins from 35 ~ents t? $2.00.
We
pinch of salt, tablespoonful
of molasses also have a fine line of Knives, Forks and Spoons at the follow111g pnces:

I
I

and two large apples, peeled, cored and
sliced. Place in a covered dish and bake
in the oven for two hours, stirring oeca.
.
siona 11y; t h en remove t h e cover, st1 11stirring. In half an honr the pudding should
be a deep brown.
Pour into another dish
and serve hot with hard sauce. The hard
sauce is made by beating to a cream one
cup of sugo.r, o"e heaping teaspooiiful of
butter and one teaspoonful of bpiling water. Flavor with lemon or vanilla.-Good
Housekeeping.

"It is worth its weight in gold," i a
common expression.
But, while the value
of gold is easily affected. the worth of Ayer's Sarsaparilla, as a blood purifier, never
depreciates.
It will eradicate scrofula from
the system when everything else fails.

CLARA S SPO}sGE CAKE.-3 eggs, r cup
of sugar, well beaten together,+ spoonfuls
of cold water, salt, lemon to taste,· r teaspoonful cream of tartar, 1-2 teaspoonful
LOBSTER ToAST.-Open
a good tin of of soda, mixed in one cup of flour, r tealobster, and turn out the contents on a spoonful of vinegar. stir in last. This
dish; remove any stray bones there may makes one loaf.
0

•

KNIVES-Rogers'
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
Co., 3'.50.
SPOONS-Tea.

Best, $4.00; 2d, $cl.50.
A 1. $6.00;

Wallace

$3.00 per dozen;

Shetneld,

Brothers',

Desert,

$2.00;

$,l.00;

Standard

Standard

$1.00 per pair;

Table.

Silver

Silver

I

Plate

$1.15 per pair.

Masonic. Odd F('llow, and all othPr C'mblems at low price~ for cash.
We have
full line of Chains, Charms, Bar pins, Pins am! Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,
stone or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock we can furnish at short notiC'l'.

Fine

Watch Repairing
in all its branches, also Sewing· Jviac_lune and
JYlodels built at short notice, and all kinds small 11-Iachzne
Work done in a workmanlike
manner.

Lucas & Bishop,
Canton,

Opposite the Dept,

E. W. ALLEN, Canton.

Me.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Di;xfield,

JI![aine.

TEACHER
OF VOCAL MUSIC.
Manufacturer 01
I have PeerlessandS~anley
organ which DOORSSASH WINDOW& DOOR
FRAMES
J sell at reasonable pnces; warranted for
'
'
fiveyear~.
Tnoseinwantofanorg:rnor
CLAZED WINDOWS.
pianowillclowelltocall
on oraddress
Allkindsmonlrlcdarnlplainfinish.ll:ilthe above.
'l'hese organs are well made usters, Newells, Brackets,&c.
Also ch:unin every respect,quickin
action.brill}ant
ber and dining-room
furnitnre Clrnrnhcr
i11tone, and voiced so they a.re easy to Sets and Extension
Tables u spcch,lty.
sing with.
They are second to none.
Jobbing done promptly.

The City of Roses.
New Orleans is said to be delightful
i11the late fall months, before the winter
rains set in, but I believe it looks its best
in March aud April. This is owing to
the roses. If the town was not attached
to the nnme of the Crescent City, it
might very well adopt the title of the
City of Roses. So kind arc climate and
soil that the magn;ficent varieties of this
queen of flowers, which at the north
bloom only in hot-homes, or with great
care arc planted out doors in the heat of
our summer, thrive here in the open air
in prodigal abundance and beauty.
Iu
April the town is literally embo,wred in
them; they fill door-yards and gardens,
they overrun the porches, they climb the
sides of the houses, they spread over the
trees, they take possession of trellises
and fences and walls, perfuming the air
and entracing the heart with color. In
the outlying parks, like that of the
Jockey Club and the florist's gardens at
Carrollton, there are fields of them,
acres of the finest sorts, waving in the
spring wind. Alas l can beauty ever sat.
isfy1 This wonderful spectacle fills one
with I know not what exquisite longing.
These flowers pervade the town, old
women on the street corners sit bchi11d
lµnks of them, the florists' windows
blush with them, friends dispatch
to
each other great baskets of tliem, the
favorites at the theatre and tho amcrn•
teur performers st:ind behind high barricades of roses which the good humored
audience piles upon the stage, everybody
carries roses and wears r;,ses, and the
houses overflow with them. In this passion for flowers you mty rend a prominent trait of the people. For myself, I
like to see a spot 011 this earth where
beauty is enjoyed for itself and Jct to
run to waste, but if ever the industrial
spirit of the French-Italians
should prevail along the littoral of Louisiana and
111.ississippi,the raising of flowers for the
manufacture of perfumes would bccom~
a most profitable
industry.-llarp~1•'3
Magazine.
-----=----The Tramp Came Ont Ahrnd,
Duriug the early days of the Union
Pacific, when Webster Snyder was general superintendent,
H. M. Hoxie was
his assistant.
Snyder and Hoxie were
an act1ve team, aml one of them wa1
ncurly always on tbe road, examining its
couslruc(ion or supervising the clctailsof
its conduct.
At the time of wl,ich I
speak, the road was completed a shol\t
distance beyond Kearney, and Mr. Hoxie
had been out to the end of the Ji11eand
was returning.
The roadbed was naturally very rough, anJ the progress of all
trains necessarily very slow. Sornewhern
west of Kearney a tramp bo,mlcd Mr.
Hoxic's train, and attempted
to work
the conductor for a free riue to Omaha.
The coud uctor resisted his ple~, !Jut his
imporlunitics
became so 11rcssing and
pathetic that he was finally 1e1crrcd to
Mr. Hoxie.
"Let you ride to Omaha for nothing?'·
said he, when :ipplicatiou was made to
him.
"No. When we get to the next
station the conductor will put you oiI."
The orclcr was striclly obeyed, and
the discomfited beat forced out of the
car and on to the depot platform at
Kearney.
To say that Mr. Hoxie was
surprised w!Jcu, upon alighting from
the train at Om,,ha, ihe first pcrso11 that
he encountered Wa.'l the identical tramp
would be to put it very mildly.
"How did you get herc1" inquire:]
the official.
The tramp tenderly and mysteriously
caught Mr. IIoxic's sleeve aud pulled
him around behind the car a.nd o,1t of
the hearing of the crowd.
"I didn't
want to ·give your old road away to tho
mob," said the tramp-"! walked. "-0,wiha TJTold.

THE THIMBLE.

FAMILY
BURIALLOTS.
How

T1"1ey Should
be Selected
and Embellished.

Choosinga Sito, Size of Lot, Monuments
and Arrangement of Graves.

An

Insignificant
Little

but
Article,

Useful

Curiousand Intiresting Thinzs About It

Not Generally Known,

Tlic most suitable locations for family
"There is a rich family of the name
lots in a rural cemetery arc on slightly
of Lofting in England," said a dealer in
elevated grounds, on natural hillsides,
fancy articles,
"the fortune of whose
on rolling undulations.
Flat or level
house was founded by such an apparsections have the disadvantage
of their
ently insignificant little thing as the
monuments being foreshortened, when
thimble.
Two hundred years ago thimlocated near the middle of a section,
bles were unknown in England.
'l'he
while too deep or abrupt grounds are inthimble is claimed by the Dutch !lll an
convenient of access; bcside,s that, its.
invention of that country, but it is
surface is liable to be washed.
known now that it was in use by the
The selection of a site near the middle
silk embroiderers of China hunclred,1 of
of a cemetery, or on a secluded boundary
years before it was used elsewhere. The
section, is simply a matter of taste, as
first thimble ever seen in England
was
both localities have their charm and
made in London less than 200 year.~ ago
beauty.
by
a
metal
worker
named
J'ohu
Lofting,
For a costly and elaborate monument
the founder of the family nnmed. The
a cpuspicuous situation is generally premefu!ness of the articles comrncnclcd it
ferred, nnd Jots facing a main path or
at once to all who used the needle, aud
drive selected on account of the largest
Lofting acquired a large fortune and
number
of
visitors
passing,
and
great fame in the manufacture of the
such
are the
most suitable
sites
new accessory to the needle-workc. 's
for
those
who
desire
promiart. The implement was then called
nence; while
the
quietness
of a
the thumb bell, it being worn on the
boundary section with abundance of
thumb when in use. Tile clumsy mode
<lark and deep foliage, away from the
of utilizing it was soon changed, howthoroughfare of the principa
and leadever, but when and why the name thiming drives and paths, where the birds
ble was given the article docs not apbuild their nests and fill the solitude of
pear. L0fting's thimbles, and, iu fact,
the sacred place with sweet and tuneful
all thimbles, were made either of iron or
songs, find as many admirers.
It is
brass, and specimens of them extant,
therefore safe to say that any of these
many of which arc preserved as hcu-locations nrc good.
100111s, arc crude and clumsy-looking
The siz3 of a family burial lot dethings compared with the commonest
pends upon the probable number of inthimble of to-clay, although their cost
tcrrnents, the taste of its owner, aacl the
was many tirnes as much.
size of monument
proposed to be
''To-day gold, siiver, iron,ivory, steel,
erected.
The average size of a firstsometirncs glass and even pearl, ancl
clu.ss family lot is 20x20 feet or 24x24
celluloi.d are utilized in making thimbles.
feet. The former admits 14 graves with
Since art needle work
became the
space for a monument of 3x4 feet at the
fashionable craze in this country, thimbase, besides sufficient room for clccorables
of
most
elaborate
workmanship
and
Eve planting; the latter, 16 grnves with
great value, to accompany the rich and
room for a centre monument, measuring
costly implements and materials wealthy
at its base 6.1:6 feet, beside planting
needle workers ~iiect, have found a large
space. In nine cases out
of ten
sale.
Solid golJ thimbles, elegantly
but half
the
originally
proposed
carved, and frequently set with dia.
interments will be made on tht lot.
moods, have been found none too good
From careful observations in our most
for many of our fashionable home direcllromincnt aml oldest cemeteries, the
tors. 'l'himbles to Le made to order,
average arc:i o( such a lot is nearly seven
with the monognm
or initials of the
times the space required for that nurnber
person for whom they are intended set
of graves.
iu precious stones arc not by any means
The parcha~cr, in selecting a family
unknown.
I know a rich young la<ly of
burial lot, should know befarchand what
this town, whose en thusia.sm for art
style and size monument he proposes to
needle work was so great a yc~r ago,
erect, or whellwr the horizontal slab
that nothing I.Jut a goltl an<l diamond set
s!Jall be rnbstitutcd in its place.
For a
thimble that cost $100, with other cmconspicu0u~, costly monurnent, a prombroi<lering impll)ments to match, would
incntlocation is Jecidedly prcfornbb to
enable her to reproduce those fearful and
a secluded, perhaps ob~urc location. An
wonderful butter-cups, daisies, and blueelcrntcd point gives promir.encc to an
bells that 0nc secs bloomiag in such
ouelisk or a column, erected on a high
prodigal profusion on foot stools, banners,
pedestal;
while a location at the junctidies, and bureau covers in all homes of
tion of several drives, with an opporcultnrc and refinement.
tunity of viewing the
same
from
"In Chiu,i the ladies of high class arc
di1Icrcut points,
is preferable
for
very llainty of their thirubles.
Some arc
a statue, or fine sculplural
works.
carved from enormous
pearls, with
A large monument requires libr,ral
lmuus
of
tine
gold,
on
which
arc enspace, and it would be a great mistake
graved
all
sorts
of
fadastic
to erect such on au ordinary sized Jot,
things,
the
etchings
of which
without room to arrnnge graves in un apserve
for
catching
the
needle
propriate style, nnJ to plant what is necas ihc
holes
of
the
outside
essary to relieve the b:1sc of the monubarbarians thimbles do. Tbc thimble
ment from adjGining Jot decorations.
always has a mother-of-pearl case. With
And to buy a family burial place withthe thimulc the Chinese lady always has
out considering the question of a monua delicate pair of scissors of the finest
ment, leaving it for further considemsteel, in a sheath of pearl, and a pearl
tion, is equally wrong, and has oftea
needle case. The articles are all encaused deep regret.
closed in an cxqu,sitely inlaid ca,c of
The manner of arranging graves on a
the purest mother-of-pearl.
A New
fo:nily lot should aho be decided bcforci
York Indy, whose husband was in the
any interments arc made. Assuming
China trade, llas one of these Chinese
that the lxisc of the monument forms
nccJlc-work 'kits,' so to speak, which
a s~uare, with two graves on each of
5he values at $2000.
it.s four sides, laying at rigl:t angles to
''The way thimbles arc maclo in this
their respective fronts, thus providing
country and England is simple enough.
room for eight graves, with the hc ..ds
Dies of the d1!Icrent sizes ar,i uscJ, into
nearest to the mouument, and about one
How Things Got Mix<!d,
"Ilow arc you?" said a busUtng gen- wl1ich the mutal, whether gold, sil vcr,
foot npnrt from the same; but if the
oflicc. or steel, is pressed. The bole punching,
family ncell nwre room, graves can be tleman, entering the private
finishing, ancl polishing er tempering
located upon the diagonal line~ of the ''You arc the head of the institution, I
are•clone aftcrwt:!rd. Celluloid is moulclsq11arc; three feet frolll th1l corner of the believe?"
''We-cl,"
responded the inmate of cd. The Lest thimbles arc made ,in
monument there 1s room foi· additional
France,
where the process is m·1re
the office, "I am sometimes."
graves adjoining. \Jn this arrangement
thorough.
Stmngc as it m:iy seem, the
·'Ain't you ]fr. Blank1''
S'dl!icient ~pacJ will be found for decoFrench consider cl11rability in their gold
"Yes, sir."
rative p'.anting, and it is ques tionablc
"I believe I diJ business with you as thimbles as the first requisite. The first
whether all graves will b~ occupied, the
step in tlie mnkmg of a Paris gold thimrear grave, may safely be marked as the head of the firm when I was here
ble is the cutting into a disk of the desuch for temporary planting, if the ~ur- 111st."
"Yes, I believe you clid."
sired siz~ a thin piece of sheet iron.
roundings demands a background for the
"Has there been a change since theo ?" This is heated to a red heat, placed over
monum~n t, or st,1tcly tree, should the
''Well, not exactly;
lmt ·we placed a a graduated bole in an iron bench, and
owner prefer it, in place of the same.-lady at the head of the sales dcp,.rtment
hammered down into it with a punch.
Ilu:tfalo C'ementrwia11.
not lo'1g ago, an.cl sometimes it's a little This hole is the form of the thimble. The
d:flicuit to tell who is running the insti, iron thus formed is removcLl from the
A New Calling.
tution."
hole, the litile imleniations to keep the
"Baron-How
am 1 to get my livingl
Not Yet;
needle from slipping are made in it, aml
'Thnt is qnitc simple, Herr Graf. As you
, 'George," s 1 id the senior partner to all th: other finishing strokes of the
arc aware, I have many acquaintances
11:nongthe elite of the Capitol, and I in
the junior, in a·law firm of three:
"I thimble's form put on it. The iron is
tend to enter into an engagement with a thought yon t«>ld me that AlfreJ had then made into steel by a p·occss pclarge firm of Jressmnkers and milliners.
gone out of town on legal business?
I culinr to the French thimble maker,
It will be my duty to atlcn,l during 1he understand he's clown the road on a vis. is tempered, polished, and brought to
m:sicst hour, of tiw ,1ay, and h my it to a youug tady.1,,
. a. deep_ blue color.
_A thin . sh~et
p1esence, the fair 11u,·chnscr3 will feel
"vVcll, sir, n said George with an in-l ')f golll
then pressed rnto the rntcr10r
quite
a,Jiamell tu h:1.:,):,'.c about the jnrcd look: "it's not iilegal to call on I>. of 1hc. tlrnnble aud fastened there by a
young lady, I believei"--Pt!,;k.
/ mandnl.
Gold leaf 1s attach/ld to the
pnces, d'yc scc.-Fliegeide
Blat!er.

rn

•

outside by great pressure, the edges of
the leaf being fitted in and held by smali
grooves at the base of the thimble.
The
article is then ready for use. The gold
will last for years. The steel never wears
out, and ihe gold ca.;;.be readily replaced
at any time.
Nowhere else in the
world arc gold thimbles made i~1 that
way.
"I have hea rd of many curious
thimbles.
The Queen of Siam has one
which was a present from her royal
husband.
The thimble hacl never been
in use in Siam until a few years ago,
when the King, noticing Euglish and
and American ladies visiting his court.
nsiug thimbles, had one made for his
Queen. It was made of gold in the form
of a lotus bud, the lotus being ihc royal
flower, and is thickly studded with
diamonds so arranged as to form her
name and ihc elate of her marriage. This
presentation was equal to at1 order that
the ladies of Siam should use thimbles,
and they have used them ever since. A
lady in Boston has a thimble mad~ from
a piece of wood taken from the old
vVashington elm at C,nubridge, the tree
under which vVashington stood when he
took the oath as Commander-in-Chief in
1775. The wife of a well-known clergy·
man of a neighboring city has a thimble
carved from a peculiar stone she found
on the shore of the Dead Sea. A lady
in this city has one made from asphaltum,
with which the sacred fires of Persia are
built.-Ntw
York Sun.

What's in a Name.
"'Pray,
Sir, Ar3 You a Gentleman?'
In two parts," is the somewhat ambiguous title of a story now running in the
Boston Record. It reminds one of the
humor of the old gent:ema11 who wa;
npproachcd by his daughter's lover with
the request:
"May I Lake you apart for a moment,
sirY"
"Certainly," was the cheerful answer,
"if you think you can put me together
again."
A student at Cornell wrote a burlesque on the ten cent novel, and called
it ''Hildebrand
the Horrible, or the
Haunted Pig-Sty," and sent it to a sensational publisher as a rebuke.
It was
accepted with thanks, paid for, and the
writer wa.q requested to furnish a sccoud
story.
'·Red as a Rose is She," has been off
set by "Black as a Pot is He," and Mrs,
Edwards' novel, "Why did He Die?"
called forth the answer, "Because He
YVoul,l Not take His :Medicine."
A customer eutcrcd a bookstore in
breathless haste and exclaimed:
"I want' A Women in White,' 'Far
From the Madding Crowd,' 'With Bread
and Cheese ancl Kis~es."
This luxurious literary diet is the climax of a trio of titles belonging to pop
ular modern novels-Detroit Free Presa.
Owls in the West.
"Owls must be thicker than spiders
out i11the country,"
remarked a South
Water street merchant yestcruny as he
tossed a rigid specimen of the hoot bird
into a barrel.
"Nearly every consignment we rcce:ve from the ruraf districts
is accompanied by a dead owl. We got
a big white screecher in a crate of Michigan cabbages one day last wcefc, and
while unpacking a barrel of popcorn
from Wisconsin the next <lay we piciwd
out a grny and brown owl as big as a
fire-plug and just about as stiff. lI'hree
<lays later we found seven prairie owls in
a consignment of partrirlges and chickens,
and now here's an owl from DuPa"e
County with a beak on him like a pcppe:.
Farmers take a great deal of pride in
sending such stu!I along with their vegetables and game. They don't expect
any remuneration for such things; they
imagine that by sending them they gain
the good will of the commission men.
The street is surfeited with owls. I
don't know what will be done with
them if the shipments keep up much
longer. - Chicago IIerald.

CLIPI'l~GS

k'OR THE CUUIOUS.

Babylon was captured
Q rcat in 538 B. C.

1

I

by Cyrus thtf

Nine bicyclists took fatal headers
during the pnst season.
Within the limits of the Roman Empirc under Augustus there were at least
lQ0,000,000 of human beings.
'rhc Persians first mad<) paper from
silk, the Arabs from •otton and the
Spaniards from linen.

It is universally conceded that gunpowder was discovered by Roger Bacon,
an English monk, in the thirteenth i::eutury.
The following year the same thanksgiving was oiiered unto the Lord by the
colonists, in which ll!assasoit nnd his
court joined.
In 1348 a fearful plague, called "tho
Black Death," swept over all Europe,
ki.lling more than one-half the inhabitants ~f England.
Ralph Lane and companiom, who
went back to England from Virginia
with Sir Francis Drake, carried with
them the first tobacco seen in that couu
try.
The cave animals of North Amcri<'a,
Recording to Prof. A. S. Packard, com-•
prise a total of 172 species of blinu creatures, nearly all of which :ire mostly
white in color.
On a recent Sunday at Martinsville,
[nd., there was bom to the wife of EJward Bishop a girl baby weighing two
pounds. The child is perfectly formed,
hale and hearty.
The origin of Thanksgiving Day came
nbout in this manner:
Jn the auturnn
of 1621, Gov. Bradford sent out four
men to gather game, so that the whole
colony might rejoice together, after they
had garnered the fruits of their labors.
Myrtle Grove was c. mansion uea;
Youghall, Ireland, near Co1:k. It derived its name from the luxuriant growLh
of myrtles by which it was nearly covered. It is world renowned as having
once been the home of Sir vValter Raleigh.
A telegraph on au improved plan wa~
invented in 17\H) by Jonathaa Grant of
Belchertown.
The inventor set up oue
of bis lines between Boston and Martha'~
Vineyard, niue.ty mile~ apart, at which
he asked ti question aml 1cccivecl an
answer in less than ten minutes.
The most heavily endowed educational institutions in the U:iite,l States
nrc: Girard College, f~10,000, 000; Columbia, $5,000,000; John IIqikins, $4,000, 000; Harvard
$3,000, COO;Princeton, $3,500,000;
Lehigh, $1,800,000;
Cornell, $1,400, 000.
''My country" was a phrase which the
American colonists applied to the·ir respective provinces, and so it w:is applied
by many long after the Declaration of
Independence bad vastly expanded the
idea involved in the expression.
It took
some time for the people to think and
speak of themselves t:S ''South Oarolini ..
a.us," "Virginians," etc.

In a Hutch Church.
Many tounsts run down from Am terdam to Harlem to hear the ;,cr0at:0rgan,
one of the most celebrated in the world.
Tuesdays and Thursdays the or6 :rn is
played gratuitously from 1 to 2 o'c!ock
it1 the aftcruDon for all who choo,;e to
come and hear it. My owa visit, dav; a
correspondent of the S.m Frnncisco
Clwonicle, was on Sunday, when it
showed only its ability to necompn.ny
with sobriety the Chura.ls sang by the
audience gathered at the usual afternoon
service. Nothing coulrl have been simpler.
There has evidently been no
change in the methods of divine worship iu Holland since the <lays of the
first reformers.
The chureh 1s an immense structure, the size of the great
cathedrals of Europe. Only a smail part
of it is used by the prcscn t congregation
for whose accommodation
pews have
been eonstruc:tccl on a sort of para'.lelo-gram, r. part of one sicle of which is ocIle llad It.
An elaborate feast of beef, buttermilk
cupied by the preacher.
The p3ws are
and potatoes was placed before him but much like those s~cu in old co:rntry
he waved it away with kingly gesture.
churches in New England, barq, uncush"A boiled whiting, if you please, with ioaecl with few exceptions, and Ldore
cream sauce, some garden house peas each auditor was at my visit a great volwith·'a little Lutter, a shrimp salad, tea ume of uncertain contents ns lar"c a1 a
and toast nml some stewed prunes."
Webster's unabridgccl <liction:ir;.
A.
"WhaL" said she "you tramp er-"
few pews ranged about the piliar3, cvi-"Excuse, me ma<lam, my physician hn~ dently belonging to the aristocracy, hacl
Nothing else was
impressed upon me the necessity of faclcLlgreen.curtains.
eschewing all a1uminous articles from my to be seen in the way of decoration in
the corner used for wor;;hip. In the rest
diet. I have Bright's discase.-Detroit
Ji'reePres.,.
of the great edifice tourists were free t'"
wander as the service progrcssc:J, lookIt Was n Match.
ing at th'3 models of ships that hacl
He had lent her his stylographic pen fought in the Spanish wars, spelling out
to direct an envelope.
the inscriptions of tombs on discolored
She-"Why,
doesn't it write beauti- slabs in the pavement, in wbich reposed
fully) • declare I'm in love with this the ashes and bones of nobles and 1·ich
pen.')
old burghers, and watching the flickerHc-"I'm
in Jove with the holder!"
ing light from the lofty windows, but
She saw the "point."Wasp.
few of which arc stained .
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ls Lifo Worth Livingl
"Is life worth living1" Ask of him
Who toils both day and night
To make a. little home for those
So dear unto his sight.
• 'ls l'fe worth living!" Ask of her
Who, crowned wilh widow's weeds,
Doth find supremest happiness
In kind and noble deed3.
''Is life worth living!'' Ask again
Of those whose h'ghest aim
Is to assist their fellow man,
Without one thought of fame.
Is life worth living!" Ah! dear friend,
Let these good people tell;
A better question fa1· is thisIs life worth livin~ wem
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THE STORYOF A BOOK.
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uot unmiugiccl with indignat10n.
"I ca1:'t see fo1 the life of me," exclaimecl a collection of l\-Iatthcw Arnold's
essays, "why this common book should
force himself upon our company.,,
"No, nor I," respondecl the Dickens
novel, sharply.
"If thfa library is to be
turned into a literary junk shop we
might as well be in a second-hand store
at once."
"Yes, indeed,,, echoed in unison a
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NORTIIRUP,

The housemaid had found it in an old
cedar box in the attic and put it beside
a volume of Dickens on the middle shelf
of the library bookcase. It was a little,
square, green-covered, dog-cared, roundcornered geography.
It was published
when the art of geography-making
was
comparatively speaking, in its infancy.
Its maps had blue seas, green, red, white,
yellow, purple, brown ancl many other
cclored lands, aucl it was embellished
with odd pictures of still odder people
dressed more singularly still who have
become entirely extinct long since the
artist who drnw them died, if the geographies of the present clay are relial>l~ in
+.heir illustratious.
The advent of this old-fashioned vclumc among the richly bound books in
the libr,iry caused a flutter of excitement

i-
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1 went d<?Vftl, This afternoon Phillis sat
in front of the sled, her little red stockings curied up under her dress, while
Jack held on behind and steered with
his leg. They started--the
last slide
they bad-from the top, and were going
faster than they had ever gone before, when
Phillis gave a little scream and caught
holcl of the sled tighter than ever. Jack
looked over her shoulder and saw a log
sled, piled high with logs, crossing the
road. How fast they were going, and how
slow it crept along 1 The seconds seemed
like years. They could't possibly turn out,
for it was in the very middle of the grove
It didn't take Jack long to make up his
mind what to do. With a quick sweep
of his leg he turned the sled sideways,
He couldn't stop it, but he coqld make
the end where he sat hit the logs first.
A second later Phillis was lying in a
little frightened heap in the snow by
the roadside unhurt, but Jack
was
stretched out, white and senseless, unclcr his sled by the side of the big runners of the log-sled.
"The master picked him up and carried him to the schoolhouse.
Then he
sent for Jack's father, who was the
country doctor.
After Jack ope~ed his
eyes and knew any one he was carried
home, and he didn't leave it all winter
long. Hi:; back was injured, so they
sai,l. The next spring he was able to go
to school again, but he couldn't play
with the other boys. His crutche.~ were
in the way, and no ma~ter how much he
whispered the master never whipped
him. He never wanted to, either, for
most every one lovecl Jack.
He used to
sit with little Phillis and they learned
their lessons out of me. During recess
they would open me at the map of
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Europe, and mark out the trip they
were going to take when they grew up
and were manied.
They were going to
Paris
where
Jack
was
going
to be cured.
Then
they would
hvc in Italy a year or so on the banks
of a beautiful lake, and they would be
so hnppy that they wouldn't care wheth-

er :~lt~,\~:~r~eo;e;~:;::·,"
when the
Geography paused a moment to breathe,
"did they marry?"
"Come, what have you got to say for
"No.,, returned the other sadly. "The
yourself?'' inquired gruff old Ben J.;hnnext year Jack died and was buried in
son, "What made you st ick yourself
the ltttlc churchyard behind the village
in here against onr conseuti"
church. Phillis's father preached the
"Id idn't want to come," answered sermon at the funeral and the whole
th e Geography, mil d ly.
"In d ced I school put flowers on the grave. For a
didn't.
It wasn't my fault.
I was ly- while Phillis was inconsolable, but such
ing in the old cedar chest in the attic,
grid never lasts very long, so I've learnwhere I have lain ever since she grew ed, and before her school days were over
up and where I would have been now
sh,i was just as cheery and much more
but-"
"She?" interrupted Dickens.
"Who teautiful than ever before. I was laid
away years befcrc she grew up-laid
is she, pray?''
Phillis never
"Why, don't you know her?" replied away very carefully-for
the
Geography
in amazement.
"I forgot the secrets that I shared with her.
thought you must know her. She used But I havn't seen her for years. I don't
to study me when she was a little know really what has become of her.
pink-faced girl, years and years ago. She brought me to this house with her
over in the old che,t.
I-"
She and Jack studied me together.
At this moment the library door
They were very fond of me, and I suppose that is the reason I have been kept opened and there entered the mistress
of the hons~, a slight, handsome woman,
so long."
"'Jack?'"
again inquired the inquis- with a sweet face and silver hair.
"I thou :ht I heard ft noise on the
itive Dickens, "who is 'Jai:k.'"
"Jatk," continued the Geography, en- Look sheives," she said, "but I don't
thusiastically, "was the handsomest boy see anything there to make it now. PerI ever knew, and I knew a whole gener- haps it might have been a mouse. I'll
at.ion of boys and girls too. I ought to look for it. Why!" she exclaimed, as she
know them well, for I was read, seized the old ~cography and drew it out
thumbed and studied by them for nearly of its place, "how did this denr old
forty years before Jack found me on the book ever come down here? I thought
book shelf in his father's library, where I had lost it years ngo."
Sitting down near the table she opened
his older Lr:ither had left me when he
the well worn leaves. When she came
finished school and went to sea."
••That doesn't explain how you hap- across the old time map of Europe crisspened to be here," interposed Ben Jon- crossed by pencil marks, her face softened, and as she bended over to kiss the
son, rudely.
"Come tell 'us that."
"I WlS just about to tell you," con- soiled and disfi_:;urc,l continent two tear
tinued the Geography.
"You see, drops were mingled with the blue waters
Jack took me to school with him the of the sea.
"I think," whispered Dickens to Matvery first day he went there. It was
the little reel school house under the hill. thew Arnold, as ho nodded in the direction of the old geography, "I think I
You probably know it. No? I thought
everyone knew where that was. The know, now, why the geography was kept
so lono-"
mast,r was very strict and very cruel, so
,.y;;," softly echoed the red-coated
I used to think, and every day he used line of Scott. "Yes; we think you do."
to whip nearly all the boys1 and keep -New York Grapl1ic.
half the girls in at recess. Just because
they whi~pe_red, and I tell you tlia~
The Blue Catfish as Game.
boys and girls can't keep from whisperAll my life I have taken great delight
ing in school any more than from breath- in fi,hing, and have had the pleasure of
ing. I said 'nearly all' the boys. Jack landing many of the game fi,hes of our
was enc he didn't whip. Why? Jack ,vatcrs. .A.mong thosJ which have furwas a cnpple.
How did that happen 7 nishcd the most S!)Ort is the blue o.r chanI'll tell you. Phillis-she
was Jack's
nel cat •. Of all the fi;h that I c~cl'
sweetheart- was the preHiest girl in all l~ookcd 1t makes the ho.rde_st fig~t fonts.
the school. She was younger than .Jack 11'.c. It differs from them rn tins way,
just a year. He was twelve and she wnen struck leap out of the water and
eleven, and they loved each other just rush through it with their mouths open,
as much as people a good deal older than thus making it mu_cb easier to conquer
they were, if not a little more. One and land _th~m; while the catfish tukes
day after school Jnck and Phillis were the hook iu its mouth and starts for the
sliding down the school hill on Jack's bottom of the stream or lake with a vim
big sled. The master was out watchin~ that will test the tackle of the best Cl:·
1
,them. The road clid'nt rnn straight pert. I hava k1::l more real sport with
down the hill, but wound around down it than w.ith nny other fish I ever tackled.
;thrru3h a small grov: of trees. The It is full of fight from the strike to th~
road had been .covered with water and landing net, anJ requires longer to bring
;was ice from top to botto~, aud the it to hand than nny other of its weight.
aleds flew faster than the wmd as they ~Fonst and Stream.

LADIES' DEPARTMENT.
A. Jfore1ve11es1.

Julia-And
so you uncl Kate have
made all up?
Sarah-Yes,
we've made all up ancl are
as good friends as ever. She kissed me
two or thre~ times, and when s ..c kissed
me I was mad, and when I had to kiss
her I coulu have bitten her. 1\Te were
just as good friends as we U5c:cl to be,
l'll never :orgivc her.
Julia-Yes,
I know ~x:aclly bow you
felt, and of course ,,~v girl would feel
just the same.--Bo, , n )ourier.
Itubblni:

the

z..-nco,

husband's early death, was obliged to
cmry on his business, was i.sked one day
by a friend what she was able to do in
the way of help.
"I can only pray to God and then hem
ihc d ustcrs," was the child's reply, in all
seriousness, but it showed that she had
learned to clo tl:c cluty that lay nearest
her, and as year, went on she developed
into the s cady, reliab:e; cheerful girl to
whom the whole household looked for
help, und seldom, if ev~r, looked in
vain.
Very pleasant are the hours spent b7
our little :l\I;ry in the kitchen, still under
"mother's" wing or that of some trusty
vml reliable servant.
How she enjoys
picking the bits of stem from among the
currants, stonin~ the raisins, Luttering
the cake-tins and cutting any spare dough
or paste that may be over, when the pies
are maclc, into rounds with the top of a
wine glass 1 And wh~.t crowning joy it
i3 when she is allowed to hive a whole
gooseberry or a tiny apple to make into
a dumpling for her own dinner or a
nursery feast! And what an important
personage she is when on busy days sho
may even be trusted with washing up the
breakfast things 1
If nil little girls were allowed these
early visits to the kitchen, with real participation in its work, the v1orld woulcl
not hear so much about undomesticated
wives and housekeepers
who cannot
teach their servants what they have
never learned thcmselves.-Casselt.

I know something much better tllan
painting for preserving a youthful nppearance in the face. It is very simple,
ancl was suggested by the massage treatment for removing superfluous flesh. In
this case the obJect is, in a measure, to
restore wasted flesh, or rather to prevent
waste. ·wrinkles, the surest mark of
advancing age ancl tho hardest to eradicate or conceal, ore due to the gradual
wearing away of flesh underneath
the
cuticle. 'Why does it wear a,rny? Because the fncial muscles have either too
little or the wrong kind of exercise. It
will be observed that wrinkles usually
take a downward course. This is due
to the wrong kind of exercise. What
cxcrcisd Why, the ·washing and wiping
of the face, to be sure. Not that I am
going to advocate the discontinuance
of this salutary and wholesome exercise;
I simply suggest a change in the meth
Fasl1lon
.Notes.
od. Instead of rubbing the face down
Pewter gray is amo:ig the fashionable
in washing and wiping, ulways rub upwarcl. This will have eJiect of counter- shades of the season.
Chased silver forms the heads of some
acting the influence of the flesh to clepart from uuucr the cuticle, and will of the newest bonnet pins.
keep the face free from wrinkles. -N. Y.
Black velvet basques may be fashiona.Lettei·.
bly worn with either bh\ck or white lacJ
skirts.
Woanen as Pl1Ysicl11ns.
French
ladies wear entire suits of
Women arc advancing year by year
into the medical profession iu Paris. cloth, dress, bonnet and muff, for mornAt the recent examination
for the post ing promenades.
Waists arc no longer perfectly plain
of house surgeons for the hospital a
young lady canciidate won the highest They are either puflfogs, vests, imitation
numbers. .An uproar among the male corsets, or inserted pieces in all shap~s.
students is expected when she is in- Variou~ styles of revers arc also seen on
stalled. Many of the older doctors are the waists.
The long sealskin dolma.n seems to be
of the same opinion as the juniors, that
women arc inc,tp~ble of filling the posi- gradually taking the place of the ;,a]f.
tion. But the municipal council favors long cloaks so long worn.
Corduroy is very stylish for street cos the appointment of thoroughly _trained,
women ancl arc determined to give them tt..mcs, but its heavy appe:ira.uce renders
it unsuit11ble for hou,e wear.
places. There are other wurm advocates,
Amber jewelry grows in popularity.
and among them M. Germam s~e, who
Some of the new designs in brooches and
champions women doctors in particular
hair ornaments arc exquisite.
and the feminine intellect in general.
He declares that women are perfectly
l\fuch Oriental color is employed for
fitted to be excellent house surg~ons indoor dresses, and the Eastern tissues
that it would be signal iajustice to shut are extensively used for evening toilets.
them out; and !:e goes so far as to say
To m1ke the tai'.or suit of cloth light
that not only is their iutelligence
as ancl comfortable, the best tailors use silk
subtle and their judgment as solid as that for the foundation of the entire costume.
of men, but they are usually blessed with
·white undressed kicl gloves are worn
greater attentive powers. 'l'his is praise by brides, and the shoes may be of
indeed, coming from such a man. No white kid or of the materials of the
doubt the admission of female doctors dress.
into the hospitals will do much toward
Long white silk gloves arc very stylish
futhering the interests of the sex as for young girls, ancl if they have a lace
general practitioners.
So far, the preju
insertion and edging they are even more
dice against them is very strong-all
the desirable.
more inexplicable
since, for certain
India silks are seen in pale, delicate
cases, women who have passed examina- tints of pink, yellow, blue, straw color,
tion at the l\:Iaternite are largely em- and lilac, which, when combined, blend
ployed by all classes.-Paris
Letter.
mo 5t admirably.
Moss green velvet and black lace are
The Clotlles
ot: .Japanese Girls,
Japanese young men oi fushion visit fashionably combinecl on some of the
new
bonnets.
Jet buckles and cresents
the girls just as they clo in this country,
tnke them out to restaurants and fill giv(l the needed finish.
them up with ice cream. They have
Silver braid, passementeric, spangles
balls and parties where waltzing is in- and silver thread embroideries arc seen
dulged in ad 1 bitum.
The waltz, how- on handsom!l gowns of tulle, crepe,
ever, is a recent innovation, but is liked gauze and ve'.vr,t for, evening wear.
by the Japanese exceedingly.
The cosSmall puffs are worn in the hair to
tumes of the ladies in Jnpan arc more in match each dress. Some of these are of
consonance with the dress-reform movefeathers and form a light aigrette. Othcra
ment than those of American and Euro• consist of a tiny ribbon bow crossed by
pean girls. First of all, no corset is
a showy pin.
worn. 'l'hc long silk sash supplies the
Japanese embroidery is very effective
place of steel and whalebone. 'l'his sash for wrappera when used as uppliqne on
is wrapped round and round the waist plain fabrics; the designs are joined, or
loosely, and the cn<ls ~ang down be- left single at pleasure, and arc fastened
hind. There is no large, elaborate bow clown under lJraid or embroidery.
pinned against the back, like those seen
There are Oriental, Turkish, Syrian,
in the representation of the "l\hkado"
Grecian and Bulgarian j.:c:,ets.
All are
on our stage. Some of the ultra-fashvery short, and t!1c sleeves are about a
ionable girls of Toki,), however, have
adopted a method of making their waists hand long, with silk chemise sleeves falling below. These jackets are of such
look smaller, according to tho European
modes, but no corset is uscd--simply a materials as Algerian tissu~s or embroib<:lt buckled nwoun<lthe waist. The la- dered Indin gnnz•~.

Tlleir Own Fault.
Many farmers complain of what they
call their hard lot. They work hard,·
they say, all their lives and yet never get
ahead any.
They dress poorly and
live poorly,
and
never
spend 11
cent for any new or improved thin!!,
no matter
if it promises to bri, "
u?ck a hundred fold. When. prices m~
!ugh they have nothing to sell and their
tub_ is always bottom up when it rains.
To 1llustrnlc at the present time the pric~
ofL str!ct)y fresh laid eggs in Boston at
re.ail_ is from 42 to 50 cents per dozcu,
and _it would be interesting and iulructlve to know how may farmers in
this State are able tu tuke advantage of
these high prices. The following lcttcn
show wltnt can be accomplished by intelligent aucl enterprisiug farmers.
.T'onTs~rom·rr, N. II.
I. S. Johnson & Co., Gcnllemen:-I
liavc made a t~ial of your Sheridan's
Powder and am much rleascd with result; it is really greater than the report
would seem to show, for previous to
using it I had nine hens; one died tho
day before I began to use the Powder,
two were moping about, Lint now are
bright and !::tying every (lay, an,l the last
week of the trial two of my hens havo
been setting, so that tltc product has
more than clouhlcd. I bought a largo
c:in, but only used about half of it; I
do not send in expectation of getting a
prize, but I thought you would like to
know the rr.su'.t.
Respectfully, L. D. TR,fP.

STAFFOI\DSrrt;r;:;s,CoN.::..,Nov.2::l, '86.
Messrs. I. S. Johnson & Co.,
Dear Sirs :-I
have Leen usrng your
Shericlnu's Pow(.lcr for two months now
for my hens; it works like magic. La.~t
month I got eighty-sh eggs from six
L-rngshans, old hens, too.
The first of
the month I bought three more, and
fwm the nine I have got one hundred
and three eggs so far this month, till
yesterday,
Can't very well compete for
your premiuul3 ns my hens are produc•
ing at their utmost capacity, being
fully under the iufl,1ence of the Powder.
I have a neighbor who haa
twenty-one hens and has only got forty
eggs this month.
YourS,
Crus. W. Co:inNs.
A LTI<ERAL OFFER.

On receipt of 00 cents in stamps we
will send too small packages of Sheridan's Powder to make hens lay, and one
copy of the •·Farmers' Poultry Raising
Gu:cle," a new book, fully illustrated,
which retails for 25 cents; or for $1 20
(the regular price) we will send ono
2 1-4 pound can of powder, and tho
Guide. free. We will send all by mail,
post paid. If you do not order tho
Powder ~end 25 cents for a copy of the
Poultry Guid•e. It is really worth 50
cents just to show you how to make
money from your hens <luring the soa-.
son of high prices. ·write your name,
post-office, ancl state plainly.
Addre.::s I. S. Johnson & Co.,
22 Custom Ilouse St.,
Boston,Mass.
The Wohcs nml the Washtub.
The story is told of a Norwegian farmer who was conveying one of lib swine
to another estate in the night. Hi.q road
lay across a pond which was frozen over.
Upon his sled he had fastened a very
strong, high tnb, in which he placed tho
weighty animal, and cov_rcd it. The
tubs which arc in common use for washing, as well as other purposes, are nearly
four feet deep, and are supported by three
feet.
The middle of the pond was reached
when in the stillness was heard the faint
patter of feet and the dista:it howling of
a pack of wolves, nnd the former knew
they were pursuing him with swift directness. Now was his time to exercise
the coolest bravery and the most adroit

skill. He at once loosencrl his horso
from th e harness aacl let him go. 'fho
voracious creatures were almost upon
him when he threw them the fat porker.
He then overturned the tub ancl hid beneath it as his only refuge, his ax his
sole weapon. After devouring the dclic1ous booty the wild beasts tned to get
at the man and make him their pray by
thrusting their pawa or their noses under
the tub. • But he wielded his ax with
energy and his well-aimed blows cut o:fi:
the intruding
members steadily.
The
ferocious animals fell b:ick oa the ice,
one after another, bleeding and. helpless,
but. the farmer r('maincd imprisoned
until daylight.
When he knew by tho
silence that he was alone and safe h~
crept forth to view the scene anJ m:trk
the result of the ad venture. It appeared
that eight or ten of hi3 foes had been
destroyed, and the bloorJy tracks upon
the ice showccl thc.t other. Imel been
wounded and had crawlecl away. By
the bounty which he received for killing
-------the wolves anrl the sale of the skins
dies are fond of picking the strings of
Chewing (.;ocoa Leaves.
taken from them the farmer gaincl
a
the banjo, and arc up to the times in a
The natives of P,m1 chew the leaf of round snm, although he lost the animal
fashion which has been greally in vogue the cocoa bush from which the cocaine
amoug American girls. Japanese girls is cxtrnctccl, and i pro,luccs in :i modi- he set out with. The horso ha:l trotted
attire themselves in pretty much the fied degree the same results as the sul- back to his stable.
same underwear us Americaa women
Fiery.
phate of cocaine when taken internally,
but their stockings r.rc l.milt more on th~ reports of whose ravages nppenr in the
"Will you have a cigar, sir1" asked
order of a mitten for the hand, there be- papen from time to time. The miners Thompson, offoring an o:cl gentleman
ing a separate receptacle for the big toe. of that ~ounlry will not work unless one.
•·No, No," replied the old gentleman,
A very curions fact the rcporlci· gleaned twice a day for half an hour they arc
from the interpreter wa~ this: The Jap- allowed to chew their rntions of leaves, tcstil~·; "l never smok~. ''
•·No," Eaid Tlicmpson,
"hut I ~re
anese think that all Europe,ius have vciy and then tbcy are ready to cm1ure any
JOU il:irc up
occas:onally.-New
T'orll
old types of faces. --Baltimore ..'Vews.
hardship and work da.y am1 night. Sun.
Little •women.
They arc absolutely enslaved by it, as it
Happiness is wlwre it• is found and.
']'he seven-year-old daughter of n very is said that anyone beginning to use it is
seldom where it is sought.
busy mother who, iu consequence of her I bound to be.

publication the remaining 100 will be sold
and an early application will have
to be made to secure a copy. The engrav•
ing having been removed from the stones
no more can be made. Address, FRANK
K. SMITH. Lithographer,86ExchangeSt.,
Bangor.
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The ad. to be found in this issue, of a
EDZTORIAL
NOTES.
course of lectures about to be 0pened in
Canton, should be read by every one.
The inter-State commerce bill has pass- Prof. Drury is giving a course at Dixfield,
people.
ed both branches of Congress and will re- but is a stranger to most Canton
ceive the President's signature and become However, his terms are so reasonable, and
a law. The provi~ions, in brief are as fol- the first lecture being free, all should attend and see for themselves.
We' append
lows:
1. All charges for the transportation
of the follo'fving notices from Maine papers
where Prof. Drnry has been, which will
freight and passengers shall he reasonable
and just.
give a better idea than we can of his quali2. No discrimination
between persons,
fications.
firms or localities, by special rates, rebate,
Those who know their qualifications
drawback, or any other device; but all
shall .be treated equally and alike for like Physically and Mentally, or the same of
their Children, with reason why, as well
and contemporaneous
service.
3. No greater charge shall be made for as adaption in marriage, will not regret a
a short than for a long haul over the same call on Prof. Drury personally, and we do
his examinations
to
line and in the same direction, ,1nder sub- not only commend
stantially similar conditions and circum- the public, but his lectures also, from perobservation.-North
stances; except when permission
is given sonal experience
by the comrniss10ners in special cases, on Star, Presque Isle, )1:e., Mar. 6, 1886.
investigation.
Nor can road,; charge as
\Ve have been favored with a series of
much for the short haul as for the long six Lectures b_v Prof. A. A. Drury.
The
haul.
Prof. has apparently
an intimate knowl4. Pooling agreements between compet- edge of the Science of Phrenology
and
ing lines are prohibited.
Physiognomy,
which he imparts to his
5. Companies must publish their sched- audience with great skill.
And his readules of rates, and must not make changes ing of \Vendall Phillip's
great lecture on
in the rates without ten days notice.
The Lost Arts, was worth the cost of the
6. Corporations
are liable in damages whole
course.-Piscataquis
Observer,
for violations of the law, and their officers 1.Iarch 5, 1885.
are subject to heavy fines.
We have satisfied ourselves that PROF.
7. A board of five commissioners,
at a
DRURY thoroughly understands his Prosalary of$4,500 each, is to be appointed
fession.
And his delineation of character
by the President to enforce the law.
in showing the strong and weak points are
There have been ample causes for pub- perfect.-Aroostook
Jierald, Presque Isle,
lic complaint of these "unjust discriminaMe., Nov. 13, 1885.
tions" in Maine, as well as other parts of
Prof. Drury is a graduate of the Instithe country.
This bill has been termed tute of Phrenology,
which was incorporby an organ of monopolies
as a viscious ated in the State of New York about
twenty
years
ago.
All
are satisfied that
measure, but be that as it may, it has been
he is a scientific
man
and
portrays
framed and brought
forward to meet the character
in an able manner, we believe
demand of the public for the correction of he understands the Science of Phrenology
an acknowledged evil, and has passed Con- and Ph_vsiognom.v, and will not fail t,>
gress by a rousing
majority.
We can make himself entertaining and instructive
to all who hear his lectures.
\Ve recomhardly do Jes& than give the new law a tri- mend the Prof. to the readers of the
al, and if its "visciousness"
becomes ap- Eastern
State.-Eastern
State, Dexter,
parent no doubt the Snme men who voted Me., Jan. 8, 1885.
During his stay
in this place, Prof,
for it would vote for its repeal or amendDrury has examined many persons of both
ment.
sexes, adults and children.
He surprises
them by showing- the strong
and weak
The Industrial ':fou1·11al,Bangor, seems points of character, mentall_v and physically,
describes
the
person
adapted
in marto be the organ of capitalists, corporations
riage with reasons why.
He is evidently
an<,! monopolists.
It denominates
the
ma,tcr of his profession.-Dexter
(J.fe.)
Knights of Labor "a band of anarchists,"
Gazette, Jan. 16. 1885.
and not only utters editorially, but copies
PROF. DRURY
has credentials
as a
all the items it can glean from the press PHRE::-.OLOGIST
from high Autlwrithat would seem unfavorable to the Knights
ties, and his truthful delineations of those
(J.£e.)
or the laboring classes in general.
The he examined is wonderful.-Camden
Herald, 1884.
':fournal cannot deny that it is just as ext,·eme and radical in its views and utterD:ll:fT.
ances as the warmest champion of the laIf you don't want the farm or garden, or
bor cause. And Ont! e:s:treme is just as the front yard, covered with flowers; and
erroneous as the other.
Labor has griev- don't wan-t to make your back ache in the
ances that should be heard, while capital spring spading up the ground around the
has rights that should be respected. That house for your wife; and don't want to use
the hoe and rake all summer;
and don ·t
both have been ignored in many instances
want to lug water in dry weather; and don't
does not justify either extreme.
It is fair want to be careful lest you treac on flowers
to judge, from the power naturally attrib- at every turn; then DON'T let your wife
uted to wealth and the helplessness of un- send IO cents to James Vick, Rochester, ,T.
Y., for his Floral Guide for 1887. It conorganized
labor, that actt!al oppression
tains such illustrations
and instructions
has often resulted.
It is equally true also pertaining to gardening and flower culture
that organized labor has, in its endeavor that the above results are as sure to follow
his seeds are sure to grow. Don't let
to correct and redress grievances. often in- as
your wife read the ad. in this paper.
terfered with the rights of capital.
But
all of these extremes grow out of the in\Vright of Paris, introduced a bill, \Vednate selfishness of human hearts.
"Come,
nesday, concerning
boomage
rights at
let us reason together,"
and when the Rumford, Oxford county.
The bill asks
golden rule is applied to this question, all that Hugh J. Chisholm, Chas. D. Brown
strife will cease to exist.
and others may erect and maintain
at
points above the Great Falls at Rumford,
Half a dozen years ago _it seemed impos- piers, booms and side booms, with all the
sible for WmE AWAKE to be more beauti- incidents for booming and holding logs,
ful or mo,·e attractive, yet year after year spars, etc.

Masonic Lodge and Chapter, fixtures

FIREATG.ANTON
!

worth $500 removed,

insured

$3.50, loss

not known.
Chas. Banows,

stock worth $12_:; remov-

ed, ,oss $25, no ins11ranPe.

Hotel
&Otiler
Property
Destroyed

M. B. Thomes,

FRIDAY

household

goods remov-

ed, loss $25, no in~urance.

FORE~OON.

H. F. Hayford,

ed, damaged

Loss Over $:i,000.

household

slightly,

goods remov-

insured $500.

Wilder Hayford, same damaged slightly,
insured $100.
NOTES OF

ANarrow
Escape
From
a General
CONFLAGRATION.

TIU: FIRE,

The insurance adjusters
have been
town to &ettle the losses by the fire,

The fire broke out in the old or main
part of Canton House, at ~1bout 9.45 A. M.,

in

S. P. Adkins came near being instantly
ki lied by a falling chimney.
He was at
work between tl1e fire and Bradford's
store when the chimney fell, burying itself in the snow within 18 inche of l\Ir.Adkins, who "·as not forewarned of his peril.

supposed to hav,· caught from a defective
The usual number of instances of wanflue. It was discovered first by parties in ton and thoughtless
destruction by those
the stores on the opposite side of the street, trying to save goods, occurred at the fire.
Several persons might be named who
and when discovered was so far advanced
put their live~ in peril to fight the flames.
that the whole upper part of the building
Among the bravest and the most cndu ring
was filled with smoke and fire.
were workmen from the pulp mill.
Lucas & Bishop'& steam whistle sounded
Mrs. N. L. Meands, who was sick in
and the bells were rung,

spreading

the

bed at the hotel when the fire broke out,
alarm in a few minutes so that quite a was safely remo\'ed to a neighbor's house.
The Good Templars being tnn:ed out
crowd filled the streets in an incredible
oftheir
hall, have secured quarters at
short time.
Grange Hall. Nearly all their effects were
No means for fighting fire were at hand saved.
except the ancient and honorable bucket
Now shall we have protection
against
brigade, which was set to work at once, fire? Some may say the Bucket Ilrigade
anJ a row of men took water from the mill has done all that could have been done in
stream just across the street, at the grist
mill, and another

line at the cross alley

next Thomes' drug store supplied the men
at work on the brick store. All the work
th'at was done to stay the progress of the
flames is clue to the Bucket Brigade.
As soon as it became

evident that

the

the recent fire. But they should remember that with a moderate wind even, we
should have been powerless
before the
flames.
The part'.es 1·nst1red were,·,, Tlatha,va.}•'s
Agen~y, and placed in several companies.

NEWS NOTES.

hotel muS t go, willing ha nd s turned to
Daniel Reed, ro2 )Cars old, died at his
remove the goods,which were mo 5t 1_vsaved home in Madison Sunday evening.
He
in a damaged condition.
was born in Abbington,
Mass., and came
\Vhilc a good ere" of men and boys to Maine in 18 17.
were at work on Reynolds'

drug store and

Bradford's, each side of the hotel, another
crew were removing goods to the street,
and the stock was entirely cleared from
both stores, and also from M. B. Thomes'
residence adjoin'ing Reynolds' store, from
Masonic hall over the store; and from C.
R. Davis' dental

rooms over Bradford's,

and Chas. Barrows' ;econd-hand
store in the rear of Bradford's
Good Templar

furniture

store-house.

hall over Barrows was also

cleared.
The

I

uildings burned are Canton Ilouse,

The Monarch Insurance
Co'mpany of
Des Moines, Ia., has failed, with liabilities
of $64,000. The creditors will suffer a decided loss. A $16,000 loss· in Eastport,
Me., and Ont! nearly as large in Salisbury,
Md., caused the suspension.
The company has paid $120,000 in losses during
the last ten months.
On taking account of stock

Farnsworth

& Co., of Lisbon, found that $1,500 worth
was missing, and William McMullen,
a
former employe in the Farnsworth
dye
house, was arrested for the theft,
In the
Municipal Court he was bound over to Superior Court in $2,000.

Albert A. Ingalls, clerk at the drug store
of \Varren Tappan, of Lynn, has been arhbuse connected with the brick store, oc- rested on a charge of embezzling
$2,500.
cupied also by Chas. Barrows and Good Ile confessed the crime.

ell and stable,

Templar

and D. Bradford's

hall.

west was only

Reynold's

store

CURRENT.
BOSTON
PRICE
Apples,
Barley,
Beans-Pea,
-Yellow Eyes,
-Lima,
Beef, per hbl.
-Choice
Family.
-Hams,
-Tongues,
Butter-lump,
-Creamery,
-Dairy,
Cheese-factory,
-Sage,
Corn,
Coffee-Rio,
-Java,
Eggs,
Flour--extras,
-St. Louis.
-New Process,
Hams,
Honey-comb,
-Extracted,
Hops. '86,
Lard.
Molasses-N.
0.
Oats,
Pork, bbl.
-Salt Pork, per lb.
Potatoes, bbl.
Sugar.
Tea-Uolong,
-Japan,
-Eng.
Breakf.

1.25
.60
1.So
r.65
2. 15
6.oo
9.5o

.87
1.90.
1.70
1,'> 2.40
V 7.00
'\,'
1,'>

V

V w.50

:i;, 22.00
20.00 '.\y 21.00
.2.5 '.\;> .38
.25 '.\;> ·3.'i
.22 '.\;> .28
.10½1,')
.14
.15
.14 V
..56 '.\;> .58
.20!
.15 V
.24 V
·34
.28 '\,'
.33
3· 2.'i '.\;> 4.75
4.75 '.\;> 5.00
5-45 V 5.6o
.10½ '\,> .II~
.13 '.\;> .16
.05 '.\;> .o6
.30
.25 V
.08
.07! V
.32 V
·5S
·44 '.\;> -+8
13.50 :i;, 16.00
.07 b'> .o7~
1.50 '.\;> 2.00
.o6 '.\;> .07
,20 '.\;> .7.5
.20 '.\;> ..50
.18 '.\;> .6o

21.00

-----

At Jersey City, Jan. 29, the
the Germania bank fled with
the bank's
funds.

-----

V 3.00

cashier of
$30,000 of

-

FIRST
LECTURE
FREE.

PHRENOLOGY
•

'

PROF. A. A. DRURY,
'
The widely known Lecturer on. Phrenology,Physiognomy,Love,
Courtshipand
Marriage, The Lost Arts, and the Great
'Characttrs
of History, will give a course
of six lectures on the above subjects in the
Universalist
Church,
in this place, to
commence some time during the second
week in February.
These lectures are illustrated hy a magnificent
collection of
Oil Paintings of Noted Personages of Ancient and Modern times, his outfit being
the most extensive of any lecturer on
those sciences in the field, to show humanity from the highest to the lowest
scale.
Prof.Drury is a regular graduate
of the
American Institute of Phrenology
in the
City of New York, and carries the highest
credentials this country affords.
At his
rooms he gives Phrenologiral
examinations with or without chart, showing
the
strong and weak
points of character,
physically and mentally, with description
of the partner adapted in marriage with
rearnns why.
Ile gives particular attention to children, explaining
i,1 regard to
them mentally and physically,
in what
the_y are weak as well strong; also showing
their abilities in Arts, Sciences, Literature, Mechanics; what to encourage and
also to restrain.
Prices for examination:
Verbal, 50
Ct$.; with Chart, $1.00.
First Lecture free.
The public are
cordially invited.
After the firs~ evening,
admission IO cts. for adults, and five cts.
for children.
Rooms at the hotel.

'Store-

on

the

about t!ight feet from

the

ell of the hotel, and all that made it possible to save this and the dwelling connected
was the slight south west breeze.

Fire in the Metropolitan
horse car stables in Boston early Monday morning, destroyed that portion of the building occupied as a waiting room and a conductors'
room. Loss, $8,000.

Charles Chu1·chill, aged 18, was drownstore is some six- ed in Cushing's pond, near Boston, Sunteen feet away, but the wooden ell was six day. He was fishing through the ice,when
he fell through the hole.
feet nearer and had to go. But by heroic
Serious floods have occurred in Southern
efforts and hard fighting the structure was
~1eensland,
Australia.
Fifty-eight
pertorn away sufficient to make it possible to
sons were drowned and much damage was
save the store. H. F. Hayford's wood done to property.
shed a few feet a.vay had to be protected
The Fogg & Vinal shoe factory, RochBa.rga.inin Mu~io.
ester, N. H., will start up Jan. 31, ttie laby wet blankets.
This Favorite .A lhum of Sont;s and ballads, conbor troubles having been adjusted.
taining thirty-two pieces of choice and popular muAt 10.30 Lewiston wa& telegraphed for
sic, full sheet mu:;ic size, with complete words and
Edward W. Bond of Claremont, N. H.,
music and piano ac('ompaniment
is finely printed
help, and responded promptly.
Owing
upon heavy paper with a ,·crv attracti\'e cover. The
jumped from the evening train while crossfollowing arc the titles of (he songs and ballads
to
a
delay
in
getting
orders
from
Montreal
containec1 in the Favorite Album :-As I'd Nothing
ing the bridge over the Connecticut
ri\'er
Else to Df); The Dear Old Songs ot 1-fome; l\.1other,
for a special train over the Grand Trunk,
near Windsor, Friday night and was in,Vatch the Little feet; Oh, You Pretty Blue-eyed
\Vitch; Blue Eyes; Katy's Letter; 1.~he Passingstant!
y
killed.
the relief train did not get started from
11
rr~</h~~i;.';t~~
G~~~~;1 ~~~~tD~~v: ~c~~ Lewiston till about 12.00, and on arriving
Benj. P. Dickson, a young man of Mallow tlfe Waving Lindens;
Faded Leaves;
All
i\.mnng the Summer Roses; Touch the l-Iarp Gent- at Mechanic Falls about 12.30 orders were den, Mass., tried to shuffle off this mortal
ly, My pretty Louise; I really don't think I shall
coil
Saturday.
He took Paris green.
An
Marry; Dreaming of l Iomc; 'the .old Cottage Clock;
received to proceed no farther as the fire emetic saved him.
Acioss the Sea; A Year Ago; Bachelor's
Ilall;
Ruth and I; Good Night; One Jlappy Year A{{o;
was sufficiently under control to re nd er
Friday night, a fur store in Cleveland,
Jennie in the Orchard; The Old Barn Gate; Jack's
Farewell;
Pollv; \Vliispcr in the Twilight.
This
O., was entered and between $ 4000 and
is a very fine collection of real vocal gems, and got- the services ofa fire engine unnecessary.
ten up in very handsome style. Published
in the
$5000 worth of seal sacques stolen.
usu:il way and bou!{ht at a music store, these 32
On the east Bradford's

it has gone on, addir.g new features and
developing old ones, until it seems at last
excellence can no ~urther go. Its wealth
of stories, sketches, poetry and illustrations furnish an inexhaustible reservoir of
entertainment
and instruction for the members of the family circle, old as well as
young, and its monthly visit is like a ray
of golden sunshine in the household. VvmE
AWAKE fills every demand for a first-class
magazine for children in the way of amusement, solid valuable reading, stimulating
thoughts and suggestions
and artistic illustrations.
The Christmas (Dec.) issue
;s particularly
fine. It contains about a
hund,·ed pages cramnwd with reading mat• pieces wcluld cost you $11.20.
\Ve bought a job lot
ter and pictures.
Price 20 cents.
The of this music at a great sacrijire an<l as the holidays
arc p.tst, ,vc de~irc to close out our stock at once.
yearly subscription price has been rednced \Vill ~cud you the entire collection well wrapt and
Canton Ilouse, loss $2,500, no insurance.
po:-c;tpaic.lfor only ,VJ cts. Send 111111udiateiy. Adto $2.40 a y~ar (from $3.00, while the dress,
THE El\IPIRE
NE\YS CO .. Syracuse, N. Owned one-half by R. H. Thomp~on,
lay,
magazine will be made more attractive
~
G~
and the other half by Oakes Thompson
than ever. D. LOT[IROP
& CO., PubA Paris paper states that seven nihilists
heirs. N. L. Meands, proprietor,
$800
lishers, Boston.
have just been hanged in prison at Q.5lessa,
worth of goods remo\'ed.
In,ured $500,
by Russian authc,rities; that nihilist~ are
Nier,; PrcTUR.ll:.
A fine lithograph of t h e being tried at Wilna for killing a colonel loss not ascertained, but considerable.
Encampment of the Maine Volunteer Mil- in the Russian army, and that 200 others
Nathan Reynolds, stock worth $z,ooo reitia at Bangor la,t summer has ju st heen have been re<.:entl_vsent to Siberia.
mo, ed, in,un.:d $ 1,zoo, loss about $6oo.
i$sued by Smith, the lithographer
of Ban_ _ __
_
Building containing·same,
owned by Grnngor, and is now for ,ale. price 50 cts. per
AnotherArt Craze.
1
11
1
1
copy; po5t-paid to ,tny address. Size 2ox24
~~1t~t~~a~:.t 1
;i~~ 1 t~;~ ;;~;~!a ;~~ ville Childs. worth $2.500, insured $1,800,
'" on plate paper tn two colors.
Il is a fine etc. It is somcthin:{ entirdy uew, :md is both prn damage not adjusted.
1
picture of camp life and gh·e~ the na1Ties ~~~l~ ~~~t~~l~{:!~~r~ :~~r
R. C. Bradford, brick store and adjoinof every nffict'r of the Gn,·ernor's :-.taff.the t~f:1~~>1.'l~~}l~tc·:'i!~CJ~~~lt~h~~,r~~~n~l.~"0~11:G-cf~~g:::~~
Brigade ~taff and e..1ch r(.·gi111entand corn- ed. few a nrndcl, tnl!clhl:r with box of m'.ttcrial, 100 ing store house, valued at $1,500, in ured
$1,Soo, loss $r,ooo.
D. Bradford, $4,000
pany, and the tent each occupit'd is i_odi- ~y~~;~tl~;d~~~:;~~~~s~~:~.~dc,,i,~~p?;~~t;:i,t~1~rtl;~~t:l7~.:
~-ated Py refl.!rencc niarks. '['his lithogt·t--tph tious, upon receipt ,,f only $1 .oo. The plaque alone worth stock removed.
Insured $2,000,
tllakes a handsome office, hall or dihitl~loss $500.

,~!:s~~a

Now is the time to buy

CHEAP.
Good Buckets from 13 to r8 cts.
All kinds of Tin Job Work done
neatly and promptly.

W. H. CONANT,
Holt's Block,

Canton.

TOCONSUMPTIVES.

The undersigned having been restored
to health by simple means, after suffering
for several years with a severe lung affection, and that dread disease Consumption,
is anxious to make known to his fellow
sufferers the means of cure. To those who
desire it, he will cheerfully send (free of
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
which they will find a sure cure for Con·
sumption,Asthma,Cahrrh,Broncb.itisand
all throat and lung Maladies. He hopes
all sufferers will try his Remedy, as it is
invaluable.
Those desiring the prescription, which will cost them nothing, and
may prove a blessing, will please address,
REv. EDWARD A. W1LSON, Williamsburg,
King's County, New York.
1y52

having been cured
, of crvous prostration. ::,eminal Weakness, PrPmature
Decay, and all t,he evil Pftects of early indisA Manchester, N. H., girl named Lola cretion and youth fol folly. is anxious to
M. Johnson, who disappeared
from her make known to others tl1e oimplc mode
'J'o those 1Yho wish and
home \Vednesday of last week, was found of self-eurt>.
he will
Friday in Bangor.
Sne said she ran away will give him their symptoms,
send (free) by return mail a copy of the
hec~.use she was ill-treated by her mother recipe so succPssfully used in his case.
and step-father, and she has been travelAduress in confidence.
JAMES
W.
ly52
in~ between her home and Vanceboro,
in PINKNEY, 42 Cedar St .. N. Y.
an apparent aimless manner ever si,,ce.

N
AGENTLEMAN

LOSSES
AND
INSURANCE.

";fr

,\vfi~;,1c~i;:5i~~
t!~!:t;:;~i~~~~lh!l~~n1ddr::

There was a fire.at nine o'clock, Friday
evening,
in the Blue store on Market
square, Houlton, occupied by Jack ins &
Barker, boots and shoes. The stock was
removed, damaged by water. The loss is
covert>d by insurance of $4000. The fire
was confined to the buildiug
which was
gutted.
The Stevens estate, which owned
the building,loses $.!J.)00: in ura11ct!$1000.
Chas. E. Webber, next door east, removed
a similar stock which was damaged about
$3000; partially covt'.red by an insurance
of $1000. E. A. Mansfield.
boots and
shot!s. loses $300. Other
lo,es were
small.

~~'\?:~;l1ti;E•~i:;';'~~'~:~t£;~~;;~~,\~0:'.~!tdt;;,i:t~;I~~~~
;v;"~:~;

room picture.
.\s the edition is limited to '.~~';;:;
~n~!lt~:':;,',','i'\v~f
~:~l:li~a~:~~r;~:~~~1::
1
1
8
350 <.:opie, and ~.50. co.pie,• have already ful in inch, gold-tinted pl;1c,1m•. Adrlress. THE
bt't"n ,old by ~ubscnptton
1n ad,·a'rl.ce bf E)tP[HE
'1"F\VS CO., Svr.,cust:'. I\. Y.
13ts

C. ii. Davis,

stock

and fixtures

$1.500 remoYcd, loRs $500:

worth

no insurance.

ORANGE
BLOSSOM
!
Thal

Wonderful

Remedy

for

FEMALECOMPLAINTS,
the value of which man v ladies in this vicinity can testify to, is still for sale by
Mrs. H. H_-BURBANK, Canton, Me.
Trial
Pac>lc::1~<>
Free.
+-46

To The Public.
The undersigned
wishes to give notice
t_hat Geo. B. Staples is bu_ying wood for
fued and poplar wood on his own account
and has been since last fall, and not as
agent for the Denison Paper _!\ff~. Co.
DENISON PAPER MF.G. CO.
By ADNA T. DE1'1SON, Pre~.
31114

\.

...
,,

